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Heavy-ion collisions and QCD phase diagram

From Lattice QCD: 
• a smooth crossover near μB~0 (<300 MeV) 
• Pseudo-critical temperature TPC = 156.5 MeV at μB=0 

High energy heavy-ion collisions 
• Study properties of Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) 
• Explore the QCD phase structure 

- Critical point, First-order phase transition, QGP 
turn-off
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order phase transition at large baryon density or equivalently baryon number chemical potential. If true, this phase
transition will end at a critical point since we know the transition to be a crossover at small baryon chemical potential.
These model ideas are typically summarized in a (conjectured) phase diagram of QCD matter shown in Fig. 1. Clearly
such a phase diagram has to be rather schematic. The only regions where we have firm knowledge are: (a) at low
temperature and baryon chemical potential, where we have a dilute gas of hadrons, which are predominantly pions,
where interactions are small corrections which can be systematically described in chiral perturbation theory and the
experimental knowledge of hadronic interactions. (b) At small values of the baryon number chemical potential and
finite temperatures (T & 130 MeV) from lattice QCD, and, (c), for small temperatures close to the nuclear matter
saturation density from the extrapolation of well tested nuclear forces and experiments of nuclear fragmentation [37–
39] .
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Figure 1: A schematic QCD phase diagram in the thermodynamic parameter space spanned by the temperature T and baryonic chemical potential
µB. The corresponding (center-of-mass) collision energy ranges for di↵erent accelerator facilities, especially the RHIC beam energy scan program,
are indicated in the figure. Figure adapted from [40].

In order to experimentally explore the QCD phase diagram at finite net-baryon density, one needs to create systems
with finite net-baryon density in heavy ion collisions. Since baryon number is conserved, the only way to increase
the net-baryon density is to ensure that some of the baryons from the colliding nuclei are transported to the mid-
rapidity region. This can be achieved by lowering the beam energy, and available particle production systematics [41]
confirm that this strategy indeed works. Therefore, a systematic scan of heavy ion measurements over a range of beam
energies enables the exploration of the high baryon density region of the QCD phase diagram and the search for the
existence of a first order phase transition and its associated critical point. Such a beam energy scan (BES) program
has been started at RHIC in 2010 (see e.g. [42]) and its next phase with improved beam quality, such as increased
luminosity and smaller beam packages, and detector capability has just started in 2019. Also, several experiments at
other facilities such as NA61/SHINE and HADES are able to measure some of the same observables at energies even
lower than those achievable at RHIC. In addition, new experiments extending the reach of the RHIC beam energies
towards lower energies are planned at the FAIR facility in Darmstadt (CBM), at NICA in Dubna (MPD), as well as
at the CSR in Lanzhou (CEE). Finally, a fixed-target experimental program enabling much lower energy collisions at
RHIC is underway, which allows measurements at center of mass energies down to

p
sNN = 3 GeV, although with

somewhat limited acceptance. These current and future programs provide unique opportunities for exploring and
mapping the phases of QCD across a wide range of conditions in the laboratory.

The first set of measurements resulting from the RHIC beam energy scan made a number of intriguing observa-
tions, such as a non-monotonic dependence on the beam energy of some of the key observables and the disappearance
at low energy of certain key signals observed at high energy. These observations underline the discovery potential
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“Conjectured” QCD phase diagram
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STAR experiment at RHIC
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Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider @BNL Time Of Flight detector
(|η|<0.9)

Time Projection Chamber
(|η|<1)

Zero Degree Calorimeter 
with Shower Maximum Detector

- Full azimuth and large rapidity coverage 
- Excellent particle identification

Vertex Position Detector

Location: BNL, Upton, NY 
Circumference: 3.8 km 
Energy: √sNN = 7.7-200 GeV for A+A 
Species: p+p, p(d,He)+Au, Cu+Cu, Cu+Au, A+Au, U+U…
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RHIC Beam Energy Scan
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RHIC Beam Energy Scan (BES) program 
• Phase-I (BES-I) in 2010-2011 (√sNN = 7.7 - 39 GeV) 
• Phase-II (BES-II) in 2019-2021 (√sNN = 3 - 27 GeV) 

Collider mode for 7.7-27 GeV and Fixed-target mode for 3-13.7 GeV 

Main motivation 
• Location of critical point 
• Search for signatures of the 1st-order phase transition  
• Onset of QGP formation

Phases of QCD Matter

7

QCD Phase Diagram
• Quarks-gluons are confined at low 

temperatures/densities
• Deconfined quark-gluon plasma phase 

at high temperatures

Beam Energy Scan and Fixed-Target 
Programs (BES-I, BES-II, FXT)
• Scanning phase of QCD matter in 

Au+Au collisions
• Searching for critical point, 1st-order 

phase transition, confinement onset…

Rencontres de Moriond 2023Zachary Sweger 31/3/2023 G. Odyniec, J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 455 012037 (2013)
B. Kimelman, Quark Matter (2022)
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Fixed-Target Program

• 250 μm gold foil inserted into beam pipe, 2 cm below beam axis

• First physics runs at !!! = 3.0 GeV and 7.2 GeV in 2018

• Now have data at 9 energies from !!! of 3.0 - 7.7 GeV

• Acceptance shifts with respect to midrapidity (midrapidity outside acceptance at high end)

• 250 μm gold foil inserted into beam pipe, 2 cm below beam axis

• First physics runs at !!! = 3.0 GeV and 7.2 GeV in 2018

• Now have data at 9 energies from !!! of 3.0 - 7.7 GeV

• Acceptance shifts with respect to midrapidity (midrapidity outside acceptance at high end)

9Rencontres de Moriond 2023Zachary Sweger 31/3/2023

Fixed-Target Program

250 μm gold foil

STAR overview, P. Tribedy, QM 2022, Krakow, Poland 2

Successful Operation of STAR in Years 2020-21

Run 20 and 21 completed successfully: enhanced collision rates due to Low Energy RHIC Electron 
Cooling (LEReC) system, smooth & desired performance of BES-II upgrades (iTPC, eTOF, EPD)

RHIC Beam Energy Scan II completed, p+p 510 run with fully installed forward upgrade is ongoing

https://online.star.bnl.gov/aggregator/livedisplay/
Watch Live Collisions At STAR:

7 energies between 7.7 - 27 GeV (collider mode) 
12 energies between 3.0 - 13.7 GeV (FXT mode)

EPD

eTOF
iTPC

BES-II upgrades

Early completion of BES-II data taking  
allowed O+O & d+Au runs in 2021

Year 2021
Au+Au √s   =7.7 GeV
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Time evolution of HIC
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Chemical/Kinetic freeze-out temperatures
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FIG. 37. Variation of Tkin with 〈β〉 for different energies and
centralities. The centrality increases from left to right for a given
energy. The data points other than BES energies are taken from
Refs. [43,66]. Uncertainties represent systematic uncertainties.

wave model results are sensitive to the pT fit ranges used for
fitting [66]. The results presented here use similar values of
low pT as were used in previous studies by STAR and ALICE
[43,66]. We keep consistent pT ranges for simultaneous fitting
of the π±, K±, p, and p̄ spectra across all the BES energies as
shown in Fig. 36. The extracted kinetic freeze-out parameters
for the BES energies are listed in Table X.

Figure 37 shows the variation of Tkin with 〈β〉 for different
energies and centralities. The 〈β〉 decreases from central to
peripheral collisions, indicating more rapid expansion in cen-
tral collisions. On the other hand, Tkin increases from central
to peripheral collisions, consistent with the expectation of a
shorter lived fireball in peripheral collisions [94]. Furthermore,
we observe that these parameters show a two-dimensional
anticorrelation band. Higher values of Tkin correspond to lower
values of 〈β〉 and vice versa.

Figure 38(a) shows the energy dependence of kinetic
and chemical freeze-out temperatures for central heavy-ion
collisions. We observe that the values of kinetic and chemical
freeze-out temperatures are similar around

√
sNN = 4–5 GeV.

If the collision energy is increased, the chemical freeze-out
temperature increases and becomes constant after

√
sNN =

11.5 GeV. On the other hand, Tkin is almost constant around
the 7.7–39 GeV and then decreases up to LHC energies. The
separation between Tch and Tkin increases with increasing
energy. This might suggest the effect of increasing hadronic
interactions between chemical and kinetic freeze-out at higher
energies [4]. Figure 38(b) shows the average transverse radial
flow velocity plotted as a function of

√
sNN . The 〈β〉 shows a

rapid increase at very low energies, and then a steady increase
up to LHC energies. The 〈β〉 is almost constant for the lowest
three BES energies.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented measurements of identified particles
π,K,p, and p̄ at midrapidity (|y| < 0.1) in Au+Au collisions
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FIG. 38. (a) Energy dependence of kinetic and chemical freeze-
out temperatures for central heavy-ion collisions. The curves repre-
sent various theoretical predictions [81,82]. (b) Energy dependence
of average transverse radial flow velocity for central heavy-ion
collisions. The data points other than BES energies are taken from
Refs. [43,53–64,66] and references therein. The BES data points
are for 0–5% central collisions, AGS energies are mostly for 0–5%,
SPS energies are for mostly 0–7%, and top RHIC and LHC energies
are for 0–5% central collisions. Uncertainties represent systematic
uncertainties.

at
√

sNN = 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, and 39 GeV from the beam
energy scan program at RHIC. The transverse momentum
spectra of pions, kaons, protons, and antiprotons are presented
for 0–5%, 5–10%, 10–20%, 20–30%, 30–40%, 40–50%, 50–
60%, 60–70%, and 70–80% collision centrality classes. The
bulk properties are studied by measuring the identified hadron
dN/dy, 〈pT 〉, particle ratios, and freeze-out parameters. The
results are compared with corresponding published results
from other energies and experiments.

The yields of charged pions, kaons, and antiprotons de-
crease with decreasing collision energy. However, the yield
of protons is higher for the lowest energy of 7.7 GeV, which
suggests high baryon stopping at midrapidity at lower energies.
The yields decrease from central to peripheral collisions for
π±, K±, and p. However, the centrality dependence of yields
for p̄ is weak. The energy dependence of pion yields changes

044904-30

STAR, PRC96, 044904 (2017)

Fig. from N. Xu et al., AAPPS Bulletin (2021)31:1

- Tch is close to TPC from LQCD and stays constant at √sNN >= 7.7 GeV 
- Sudden change in Tkin around √sNN ~ 6-8 GeV,  where Tkin coincides with Tch

Xu et al. AAPPS Bulletin            (2021) 31:1 Page 4 of 16

Fig. 2 Chemical freeze-out temperature Tch(µB) from the top 5% central Au+Au collisions at RHIC. Open-circles represent the parameters extracted
from hadron yields [13], while the filled-squares are extracted from net-proton higher moments (up to third order) [14]. Representing the smooth
crossover region is the lattice-QCD results shown by the green band. The empirical thermal fit results to global hadron yield data are shown as
yellow line [15]. The coverage of the RHIC BES program, the STAR fixed target program (FXT), and future (FAIR, JPARC-HI, and NICA) experimental
facilities are also indicated at the top of the figure. The liquid-gas transition region that features a second order critical point is shown by the
red-circle, and a first-order transition line is shown by the black dashed line, which connects the critical point to the ground state of nuclear matter

QCD crossover may turn to a first order phase tran-
sition in a high-density regime. If this is the case, as
suggested by some effectivemodel studies, theremust be a
“critical” value of µB above which a first-order phase tran-
sition occurs and below which only a crossover is found.
This separating point is the QCD critical point and crit-
ical fluctuations associated with the second-order phase
transition should be expected at this point. Its exact loca-
tion is still under dispute, and the lattice-QCD results
[17] disfavors the existence of the QCD critical point for
µB/T ! 2.
Interestingly, the QCD critical point emerges with

nonzero physical quark masses, so that it belongs to not
the O(4) but the Z(2) universality class. Moreover, the
dynamical universality class has been also identified as
the model H (dynamics of the liquid-gas critical point
of a fluid) [18] (see a review [19] for detailed classifi-
cation). The dynamical critical exponents are important
inputs for simulations including the critical slowing down
effects [20].
For experimental signatures, we can in principle seek

for enhanced fluctuations coupled to the critical modes.
Since the critical modes appear in a mixed scalar (i.e., chi-
ral condensate) and vector (i.e., baryon density) channel
at the QCD critical point [21], the baryon number fluc-
tuations are sensitive to the criticality. Let us denote the
baryon number fluctuation by δN = N − 〈N〉 where N
is the number of net baryons at each collision event and

〈· · · 〉 stands for the ensemble average taken over colli-
sion events. At the critical point, generally, the correlation
length ξ diverges, and it was pointed out in Ref. [22] that
the non-Gaussian fluctuations behave as

〈(δN)k〉c ∼ ξ k(5−η)/2−3 . (1)

Here, the subscript c represents a part of the correla-
tion function corresponding to the connected diagrams
(to extract non-Gaussian fluctuations) and η is the anoma-
lous dimension (which is usually η % 1). Higher-order
fluctuations are more sensitive to the criticality, but they
need more statistics, in particular, to construct connected
contributions. Now, the third order (k = 3) and the fourth
order (k = 4), normalized by the k = 2 fluctuation (vari-
ance), σ 2

B = 〈(δN)2〉, in Eq. (1) are common measures for
the QCD critical point search; namely,

SB = 〈(δN)3〉
σ 3
B

, κB = 〈(δN)4〉c
σ 4 = 〈(δN)4〉

σ 4
B

− 3 .

(2)

SB and κB are called the skewness and the kurtosis with
respect to the baryon number, and characterize how
skewed and how sharp the distribution of δN appears,
respectively. It is noted that, in the QCD-physics context,
κB (or the fourth-order cumulant) was first considered in
the lattice-QCD simulation to diagnose whether quarks
are confined or deconfined [23].
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Chemical/Kinetic freeze-out temperatures
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- Preliminary result from 3 GeV indeed shows such a trend 
- Baryon density becomes maximum around √sNN = 7 GeV 

(associate production of K+ and Λ:  N + N → N + Λ + K+)
STAR overview, P. Tribedy, QM 2022, Krakow, Poland 22

Kinetic freeze out of light nuclei Talk by Hui Liu (Thu T16)

Yields of proton & light nuclei measured at 3 GeV, well 
described by models, effective average kinetic freeze out 
parameters extracted using cylindrical blast wave fits 
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FIG. 37. Variation of Tkin with 〈β〉 for different energies and
centralities. The centrality increases from left to right for a given
energy. The data points other than BES energies are taken from
Refs. [43,66]. Uncertainties represent systematic uncertainties.

wave model results are sensitive to the pT fit ranges used for
fitting [66]. The results presented here use similar values of
low pT as were used in previous studies by STAR and ALICE
[43,66]. We keep consistent pT ranges for simultaneous fitting
of the π±, K±, p, and p̄ spectra across all the BES energies as
shown in Fig. 36. The extracted kinetic freeze-out parameters
for the BES energies are listed in Table X.

Figure 37 shows the variation of Tkin with 〈β〉 for different
energies and centralities. The 〈β〉 decreases from central to
peripheral collisions, indicating more rapid expansion in cen-
tral collisions. On the other hand, Tkin increases from central
to peripheral collisions, consistent with the expectation of a
shorter lived fireball in peripheral collisions [94]. Furthermore,
we observe that these parameters show a two-dimensional
anticorrelation band. Higher values of Tkin correspond to lower
values of 〈β〉 and vice versa.

Figure 38(a) shows the energy dependence of kinetic
and chemical freeze-out temperatures for central heavy-ion
collisions. We observe that the values of kinetic and chemical
freeze-out temperatures are similar around

√
sNN = 4–5 GeV.

If the collision energy is increased, the chemical freeze-out
temperature increases and becomes constant after

√
sNN =

11.5 GeV. On the other hand, Tkin is almost constant around
the 7.7–39 GeV and then decreases up to LHC energies. The
separation between Tch and Tkin increases with increasing
energy. This might suggest the effect of increasing hadronic
interactions between chemical and kinetic freeze-out at higher
energies [4]. Figure 38(b) shows the average transverse radial
flow velocity plotted as a function of

√
sNN . The 〈β〉 shows a

rapid increase at very low energies, and then a steady increase
up to LHC energies. The 〈β〉 is almost constant for the lowest
three BES energies.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented measurements of identified particles
π,K,p, and p̄ at midrapidity (|y| < 0.1) in Au+Au collisions
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FIG. 38. (a) Energy dependence of kinetic and chemical freeze-
out temperatures for central heavy-ion collisions. The curves repre-
sent various theoretical predictions [81,82]. (b) Energy dependence
of average transverse radial flow velocity for central heavy-ion
collisions. The data points other than BES energies are taken from
Refs. [43,53–64,66] and references therein. The BES data points
are for 0–5% central collisions, AGS energies are mostly for 0–5%,
SPS energies are for mostly 0–7%, and top RHIC and LHC energies
are for 0–5% central collisions. Uncertainties represent systematic
uncertainties.

at
√

sNN = 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, and 39 GeV from the beam
energy scan program at RHIC. The transverse momentum
spectra of pions, kaons, protons, and antiprotons are presented
for 0–5%, 5–10%, 10–20%, 20–30%, 30–40%, 40–50%, 50–
60%, 60–70%, and 70–80% collision centrality classes. The
bulk properties are studied by measuring the identified hadron
dN/dy, 〈pT 〉, particle ratios, and freeze-out parameters. The
results are compared with corresponding published results
from other energies and experiments.

The yields of charged pions, kaons, and antiprotons de-
crease with decreasing collision energy. However, the yield
of protons is higher for the lowest energy of 7.7 GeV, which
suggests high baryon stopping at midrapidity at lower energies.
The yields decrease from central to peripheral collisions for
π±, K±, and p. However, the centrality dependence of yields
for p̄ is weak. The energy dependence of pion yields changes

044904-30

STAR, PRC96, 044904 (2017)

3 GeV
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Fig. 4 a Particle yield ratios of kaons to pions as a function of
√
sNN . Thermal fits are also shown as bands in the plot. The dot dashed line represents

the net-baryon density at the chemical freeze-out. K+/π+ (circles) trace the baryon density at the chemical freeze-out well, while K−/π− (triangles)
increase smoothly as a function of

√
sNN . b Particle yield ratios of φ-meson to kaon (φ/K−) as a function of

√
sNN . At energy below 8GeV, the GCE fit

no longer works, and the strangeness CE takes over

net-baryon density with collision energy and shows a
smooth increasing trend.
Through these measurements we have the knowledge of

regions in collision energy where the maximal net-baryon
density is reached. This is an important aspect in the
context of planning of experiments that seek to explore
compressed baryonic matter.

3.3 Tests of thermal model—GCE vs. CE
Relativistic statistical thermodynamics has been applied
to systems ranging from cosmology to heavy-ion collisions
in the laboratory. The cosmological applications usually
deal with systems having large volumes and matter or
radiation; hence, the GCE is a suitable description, as we
slightly mentioned in the theory section of this paper. For
heavy-ion collisions, the situation is complicated due to
the femtometer-scale nature of the systems. Often one
assumes (approximate) local thermal equilibrium for such
processes. Further, such thermal models based on the
GCE employ chemical potentials to account for conserva-
tion of quantum numbers on average. These GCE models
have been able to explain the particle production success-
fully for a wide range of collision energies [12]. However,

conservation laws do impose restriction on particle pro-
duction if the available phase space is reduced. Hence,
the relativistic statistical thermodynamics provides two
choices for the formalisms: a GCE and a CE approaches
[39]. In the thermodynamic (large volume) limit, the GCE
and the CE formalisms are equivalent, but it is an interest-
ing question to ask where and when the transition from a
GCE picture to a CE one occurs for finite volume systems
produced in collisions in man made collisions, where the
collision energy spans from a few GeV to a few TeV (three
orders in magnitude).
Figure 4b in the lower panel shows the energy depen-

dence of φ/K− yield ratio. For most collision energies, the
ratio remains constant. Similar to the K−/π− ratio, the
φ/K− ratios seem not to be affected by the net-baryon
density. Below the collision energy where the freeze-out
net-baryon density peaks [shown by the dot-dashed line
in Fig. 4a] the φ/K− ratio starts to increase. Thermal
model calculations, adopting the GCE, which has been
quite successful in accounting for the observed yields of
the hadrons in heavy-ion collisions, explains the mea-
surements up to collision energy of 5GeV. Then, the
GCE model values decrease, while the increase in φ/K−

N. Xu et al., AAPPS Bull.31(2021)1

Fixed-target mode can probe high baryon density region!
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Collectivity (azimuthal anisotropy)
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momentum anisotropy called the elliptic flow. An impor-
tant feature of the elliptic flow is that it is sensitive to the
early stage of the collisions. Since the hot and dense region
expands more in plane, the spatial anisotropy disappears
quickly as it expands.
Experimentally, the azimuthal distribution is evaluated

in terms of a Fourier expansion [35],

Ed
3N
d3p = d2N

2πpTdpTdy

(

1+
∞∑

n=1
2vn cos(nφ)

)

, (2)

where φ is the azimuthal angle of produced particles with
respect to the reaction plane. The second-order coeffi-
cient v2 quantifies the strength of the elliptic flow.
The top panel of Fig. 6 shows elliptic flow v2 for pions,

kaons, protons, φ, #, and $ in mid-central Au+Au col-
lisions at √sNN = 200 GeV [36–38]. In pT < 2 GeV/c,
v2 increases with pT and a clear mass dependence is
observed, which is well described by the hydrodynamic
model as shown with solid and dashed curves [39]. On
the other hand, in higher pT, there is a clear depar-
ture from the solid curves and two loci for mesons and
baryons become visible. At the LHC, very similar behav-
ior is observed: the bottom panel of Fig. 6 shows v2 for
pions, kaons, protons, φ, and # in mid-central Pb+Pb
collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV [40]. As seen at RHIC,
a mass dependence is seen in the low pT region while
grouping of mesons and baryons is observed also in higher
pT, which suggests a different mechanism of particle pro-
duction above pT ! 2 GeV/c compared to the lower pT
region, i.e., quark coalescence/recombination.

3.2 Quark coalescence/recombination
As a characteristic hadron production mechanism of
the QGP, the quark coalescence/recombination picture
has been introduced [41–45], in which quarks (q) and
anti-quarks (q̄) combine to mesons (qq̄) and baryons
(qqq). This process becomes important at intermediate
pT region since production at high (low) pT region is
dominated by the fragmentation (thermal) process.
To simplify the model, two assumptions are made: (a)

(anti-)quarks with the same momentum combine to form
hadrons and (b) (anti-)quarks have the universal elliptic
flow v2,q(pT). Then the following relations are obtained:

dNM
dφ

∝ (1+ 2v2,q cos 2φ)2 ≈ (1+ 4v2,q cos 2φ), (3)

dNB
dφ

∝ (1+ 2v2,q cos 2φ)3 ≈ (1+ 6v2,q cos 2φ), (4)

where NM and NB are yields of the meson and the baryon.
Thus, the elliptic flow for mesons (v2,M) and baryons (v2,B)
are scaled according to the number of constituent quarks
nq (quark number scaling) as,

Fig. 6 (Upper panel) v2 as a function of the transverse momentum for
π± , K± , K0s , p(p̄), φ #(#̄), and $−($̄+) in Au+Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV from the STAR and PHENIX experiments [36–38].

Solid and dashed curves show the prediction of the hydrodynamic
model [39]. (Lower panel) v2 as a function of the transverse
momentum for π± , K± , K0s , p(p̄), φ, and #(#̄) in semi-central Pb+Pb
collisions at

√
sNN = 5.02 TeV from the ALICE experiment [40]

v2,M(pT) ∼ 2v2,q(pT/2), v2,B(pT) ∼ 3v2,q(pT/3). (5)

In Fig. 7, v2/nq as a function of transverse momen-
tum per quark, pT/nq, in central (0 − 20% centrality)
and mid-central (20 − 60% centrality) Au+Au collisions
at √sNN = 200 GeV are shown. In central collisions,
v2/nq of pions, kaons, and protons agree with each others
within the statistical and systematic uncertainties, which
supports the quark coalescence picture. But, in peripheral
collisions, a clear departure from the quark number scal-
ing is observed for pT > 1.3 GeV/c [46]. It is expected
that the scaling does not work at high pT region, where the
fragmentation process becomes dominant. At the LHC,
the scaling has been observed approximately at the level
of ±20% [40].

Extensive study of anisotropic flow for particle collectivity 

‣Medium response to the initial geometry with 
fluctuations (εn∝vn). 

Anisotropic flow: Fourier coefficient vn of azimuthal 
distributions of final state particles 
‣ v1: directed flow 
‣ v2: elliptic flow 
‣ v3: triangular flow 
‣ v4, v5, v6…

φ:  particle azimuthal angle relative to the nth-order event plane

shaped distribution is simply expected from the overlap
of two colliding nuclei when collisions are non-central,
with the shorter dimension of the almond shape aligned
with the reaction plane. As a result, elliptic flow can
be interpreted as a result of medium expansion driven
by the asymmetric density profile. More precisely, gradi-
ents, which play the role of force in hydrodynamics, are
anisotropic in- and out-of reaction plane, leading cor-
respondingly to an anisotropic expansion. This expan-
sion scenario has been justified by the similar expansion
out of an anisotropic medium system realized in the cold
atom experiments [48]. The key in this relation is the
azimuthal structure of the initial distribution, which is
asymmetric between in- and out-of reaction plane, anal-
ogous to that of elliptic flow. The extent of asymmetry is
characterized by a dimensionless quantity called elliptic-
ity. With respect to the reaction-plane, it can be defined
as

"
RP
2 =

{x
2
�y

2
}

{x2+y2}
, (14)

where the curly brackets denote the average with respect
to the initial state energy (or entropy) density distribu-
tion,

{. . .}=

R
dxdye(x,y) . . .R
dxdye(x,y)

. (15)

The reaction-plane ellipticity "
RP
2 is bounded by unity.

It is clear that the elliptic asymmetry vanishes when
"
RP
2 = 0, corresponding to a density profile with abso-
lute azimuthal symmetry. Elliptic asymmetry maximizes
when "

RP
2 = 1. To a good approximation, a linear rela-

tion between the ellipticity and v2 has been found [49].
When event-by-event fluctuations are taken into ac-

count, the initial state geometry in heavy-ion collisions
depends not only on the background shape, but also de-

formations induced by the extra fluctuations. A gener-
alization of ellipticity to higher orders can be applied,
which provides a mode decomposition with respect to
the azimuthal asymmetry of the initial state geometry.
If one takes the complex expression z = x+ iy= re

i� for
the transverse coordinates, a standard generalization of
the n-th order eccentricity is defined in terms of the n-th
order moment of the density, as

En ⌘ "ne
in�n =�

{z
n
}

{|z|n}
=�

{r
n
e
in�

}

{rn}
, n> 1 , (16)

where {|z|n} in the denominator plays the role of normal-
ization. The minus sign is conventionally taken so that
En is potentially aligned with respect to Vn, although the
alignment is often broken due to the complexity induced
from the medium response. It can also be understood as
a Fourier decomposition of the energy density in terms
of azimuthal angle �, with a r

n-weight corresponding to
the fluctuation modes along the radial direction. For the
case of n=1, since {z} vanishes by a re-centering of the
density profile†, the non-trivial leading contribution is

E1 ⌘ "1e
i�1 =�

{z
2
z
⇤
}

{|z|3}
=�

{r
3
e
i�
}

{r3}
, (17)

which captures a dipolar structure in the initial energy
density. E1 is the dipolar anisotropy, which is rapidity-
even. Note that in Eq. (16), En is complex with its mod-
ule "n characterizing the magnitude of asymmetry, while
its phase �n defines the orientation. The phase �n is
sometimes referred to as the participant plane of the
initial state. Both "n and �n fluctuate from event to
event in heavy-ion collisions as the density profile fluc-
tuates. Again, by definition in Eq. (16) and Eq. (17),
En is bounded by unity, with a vanishing En indicating
a vanishing n-th order anisotropy, while a maximized
anisotropy is achieved when |En|= "n =1.

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5

Fig. 2. Characteristic shapes of the deformed initial state density profile, corresponding to anisotropies of E1, E2,
E3, E4 and E5 (from left to right).

† Re-centering of the initial density in a theoretical analysis is always allowed, since the physical observables in heavy-ion collisions
are invariant under translations in the transverse plane.
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Directed flow v1

Directed flow: collective sideward motion of particles 
‣ Proposed as a sensitive probe to the 1st-order phase transition;  

“wiggle structure” or “anti-flow” 

‣ Characteristic rapidity dependence (“~” shape) at mid-η due to: 
initial source tilt with expansion, density asymmetry, baryon stopping 

‣ Contribution from the tilt to v1odd: ~2/3 at RHIC, ~1/3 at the LHC 

‣ Extensive study for various particle species and collision energy so far; 
none of models can describe the data simultaneously
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known P vs. y diagram and seen at all energies inx
heavy ion collisions from energies of 30 A.MeV to

w x Ž .165 A.GeV 10,13,11,12 , and the ii squeeze-out
effect which is an enhanced emission of particles
transverse to the reaction plane at center of mass
Ž .CM rapidities.
At lower energies the directed transverse flow

resulted in a smooth, linear P vs. y dependence atx
CM rapidities. This straight line behavior connecting
the maximum at y and the minimum at y waspro j t ar g
so typical that it was used to compare flow data at
different beam energies and masses.
If QGP is formed, strong and rapid equilibration

and stopping takes place, and close to one-fluid
behavior is established. Stopping is stronger than
expected, and Landau’s fluid dynamical model be-
comes applicable for central collisions of massive
heavy ions. The soft and compressible QGP forms a
rather flat disk orthogonal to the beam axis which is
at rest in the CM system. Then this disk starts to
expand rapidly in the direction of the largest pressure
gradient, i.e., forward and backward. Thus, the not
fully Gaussian shape of the measured rapidity spec-
tra can be interpreted as a fluid dynamical bounce

Ž .back effect Landau model in contrast to the trans-
parency otherwise assumed in kinetic models. Unfor-
tunately we can not distinguish the two effects from
one another in central collisions. Both lead to a
spectrum elongated in the beam direction.
At small but finite impact parameters, however,

this disk is tilted and the direction of fastest expan-
sion will deviate from the beam axis, will stay in the
reaction plane, but point in directions opposite to the
standard directed transverse flow. Since pressure does
not play a role in transparency, transparency cannot
explain such deviation from the beam direction! This
third flow component develops purely from the large
pressure gradient at full stopping of the strongly
Lorentz contracted intermediate state. So, at the same
time as the primary directed flow is weakened by the
stronger Lorentz contraction at higher energies, this
third flow component is strengthened by increased
Lorentz contraction. These two flow components

w xtogether form the ‘elliptic flow’ 11,16,17 .
w xOn the P vs. y diagram 14 this componentx

shows up as a smaller, negative flow component at
small CM rapidities. Such a third flow component is

w x Ž .seen clearly in Fig. 3 of 3 see Fig. 1, lower part ,

Fig. 1. Upper part: Definition of the measure softening, S, de-
Ž . Ž .scribing the deviation of P y or Õ y from the straight linex 1

< Ž . < < <behavior, ay, around CM. S is defined as ayyP y r ay . Thex
lower figure shows a typical example for fluid dynamical calcula-

w xtions with Hadronic and QGP EoS 3 . QGP leads to strong
softening, ;100%.

w x w x w xFig. 8 of 4 , Fig. 6b of 5 and Fig. 6 of 7 at or
slightly below 0.5 yry if QGP formation wascm
allowed during the calculation. In sharp contrast, the
solutions with hadronic EoS did not show this effect,
and the maximum and minimum of the P curvex
could be connected with a rather straight line. This
straight line behavior is typical for all flow results

Ž .below 11 A.GeV beam energy Fig. 2 . In some of
the FD calculations with QGP the secondary peak at
small CM rapidities is not seen, but the tendency is
obvious, and the deviation from the hadronic smooth
line behavior is apparent. This can be seen clearly in

w x w xFig. 3 of 2 , and Figs. 6a and 6c of 5 . This
indicates that the strength of this effect is also impact
parameter and beam energy dependent, and the third
flow component shows a relative maximum at the
same energy when the primary directed flow is at its

w xminimum 5 . Note that all these FD calculations
were done way before the experiments. The first

w xquantitative flow predictions 2 preceded the experi-
Ž .ments by as much as 6 years ! and gave rather

good agreements with the data.
To have a quantitative measure of the softening at

Ž .small CM rapidities y s0 for a symmetricCM
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temperature Tc ! 170 MeV. There is a first order phase transition between these phases,
constructed via Gibbs’ conditions of phase coexistence.

In Fig. 1, we compute the time evolution of the directed flow, pdir
x /N , in one-fluid dynam-

ics, for a Au+Au collision at impact parameter b = 3 fm and collision energy Ekin
Lab = 8 AGeV.

One observes that, due to the softening of the EoS in a phase transition to the QGP, less
directed flow is produced in the early compression stage than in a purely hadronic scenario.
In contrast to the hadronic case, where the directed flow remains constant after reaching its
maximum, in the case of a phase transition, the directed flow decreases again. By the time
the mean density drops below nuclear ground-state density, pdir

x /N is reduced to ! 0 MeV.
If one follows the fluid evolution even further (to unphysically small values of the density),
pdir

x /N becomes negative.

Figure 2: Net-baryon density R (for the same reaction as in Fig. 1) at t = 12 fm/c in the
reaction plane with velocity arrows for midrapidity (|y| < 0.5) fluid elements: Antiflow -
thin arrows, Normal flow - bold arrows.

This observation is explained by an antiflow component which develops when the ex-
pansion sets in. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 2, which is a contour plot of the baryon
density R, with arrows indicating the fluid velocity. Normal flow (bold arrows) is positive

in the forward hemisphere, and negative in the backward hemisphere, respectively. On the
other hand, antiflow (thin arrows) is positive in the backward hemisphere, and negative in
the forward direction. We show velocity arrows for fluid elements within ±0.5 units around
midrapidity, since this phenomenon develops at midrapidity, as discussed in detail below.
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FIG. 1. Cartoon illustrating different contributions to the directed
flow and their effect on the (pseudo)rapidity dependence of mean v1.
Panel (a) shows the effect of the “tilted source,” while panels (b) and
(c) include additional effects of asymmetric density distribution and
asymmetry in number of participating nucleons. In panels (b) and (c),
the dashed lines represent the effect of the “tilted source” only and
the solid lines represent the two effects combined.

(see the Appendix). In asymmetric collisions, as well as in sym-
metric collisions away from midrapidity, the initial transverse
density distribution has dipolelike asymmetry. This leads to an
additional contribution to anisotropic flow, interpreted either as
shadowing [16], or due to the difference in pressure gradients
in different directions within the transverse plane [17]. The
first harmonic term, often called dipole flow after a dipolelike
density asymmetry, contributes to directed flow. The sign of
the dipole flow contribution appears to be similar to that of
“tilted source.” However there exists a significant difference
between the two contributions—the contribution to 〈px〉 from
dipole flow is zero [18]. This fact can be used to disentangle the
relative contributions to directed flow from the “tilted source”
and initial density asymmetries. The condition 〈px〉dipole = 0
also leads to a characteristic v

dipole
1 (pT ) shape which crosses

zero at pT ∼ 〈pT 〉 [18]. Higher pT particles tend to be emitted
in this direction, while lower pT particles are emitted in the
opposite direction to balance the momentum in the system.
The sign of the average contribution to v1 is determined by the
low pT particles.

The fluctuations in the initial density distribution, in par-
ticular those leading to a dipole asymmetry in the transverse
plane, lead to nonzero directed flow, i.e., dipole flow, even
at midrapidity [18]. The direction (azimuthal angle) of the

initial dipole asymmetry !
dipole
1 determines the direction of

flow. The dipole flow angle !
dipole
1 can be approximated by

!1,3 = arctan(〈r3 sin φ〉/〈r3 cos φ〉) + π [18] where r and φ
are the polar coordinates of participants and a weighted average
is taken over the overlap region of two nuclei, with the weight
being the energy or entropy density. The angle !1,3 points in
the direction of the largest density gradient. Very schematically,
the modification to v1(η) for a particular fluctuation leading to
positive dipole flow is shown in Fig. 1(b).

The difference in the number of participating nucleons
(quarks) in the projectile and target nuclei also leads to the
change in rapidity of the “fireball” center of mass relative to
that of nucleon-nucleon system. In symmetric collisions such
a difference would be a consequence of fluctuations in the
number of participating nucleons event by event [19], while
in asymmetric collisions the position of the center of mass of
participating nucleons will be shifted on average, depending
on centrality. In this case, one would expect the overall shape
of v1(η) to be mostly unchanged, but the entire v1(η) curve to
be shifted in the direction of rapidity where more participants
move, as schematically indicated in Fig. 1(c).

Finally, we note that the dipole flow is found to be less
sensitive to the shear viscosity over entropy η/s [20] than v2
and v3, therefore it provides a better constraint on the geometry
and fluctuations of the system in the initial state.

In Pb+Pb and Au+Au collisions the initial dipolelike asym-
metry in the density distribution at midrapidity is caused purely
by the fluctuations, while Cu+Au collisions have an intrinsic
density asymmetry due to the asymmetric size of colliding
nuclei. In addition to the directed flow of the “tilted source”
[Fig. 1(a)], one might expect the dipole flow to be produced by
the asymmetric density gradient [Fig. 1(b)] and the center-of-
mass shift in asymmetric collisions [Fig. 1(c)]. Therefore it is
of great interest to study the different components of directed
flow in Cu+Au collisions to improve our understanding of
the role of gradients in the initial density distributions and the
hydrodynamic response to such an initial state.

Experimentally, the directed flow is often studied with the
first harmonic event plane determined by the spectator neutrons
[21–23]. Recent study [10] shows that in ultrarelativistic
nuclear collisions the spectators on average deflect outward
from the center of the collision, e.g., projectile spectators
deflect in the direction of the impact parameter vector. By
combining the measurements relative to the projectile !

p
SP and

target ! t
SP spectator planes, the ALICE Collaboration reported

the rapidity-odd and even components of directed flow in
Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [24]:

v1 = vodd
1 + veven

1 , (1)

vodd
1 =

(
v1

{
!

p
SP

}
− v1

{
! t

SP

})/
2, (2)

veven
1 =

(
v1

{
!

p
SP

}
+ v1

{
! t

SP

})/
2, (3)

where the “even” component might originate in the fluctuation
of the initial density. Note that the “projectile” nucleus defines
the forward direction and 〈cos(!p

SP − ! t
SP)〉 < 0. Since the tar-

get spectator plane ! t
SP points in the opposite direction to !

p
SP,

in the ALICE paper [24], directed flow relative to the target
spectator plane was defined as v1{! t

SP} = −〈cos(φ − ! t
SP)〉,
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In Fig. 2, pion and proton v1ðyÞ are plotted together with
five model calculations, namely, RQMD [12], UrQMD
[28], AMPT [29], QGSM with parton recombination
[30], and slopes from an ideal hydrodynamic calculation
with a tilted source [11]. The model calculations are per-
formed in the same pT acceptance and centrality as the
data. The RQMD and AMPT model calculations predict
the wrong sign and wrong magnitude of pion v1ðyÞ, re-
spectively, while the RQMD and the UrQMD model cal-
culations predict the wrong magnitude of proton v1ðyÞ. For
models other than QGSM, which has the calculation only
for pions, none of them can describe v1ðyÞ for pions and
protons simultaneously.

In Fig. 3, the slope ofv1ðyÞ atmidrapidity is presented as a
function of centrality for protons, antiprotons, and charged
pions. In general, themagnitude of thev1ðyÞ slope converges
to zero as expected for most central collisions. Proton and
antiproton v1ðyÞ slopes are more or less consistent in
30%–80%centrality rangebut diverge in5%–30%centrality.
In addition, two observations are noteworthy: (i) the hydro-
dynamic model with tilted source (which is a characteristic
of antiflow) as currently implemented does not predict the

difference in v1ðyÞ between particle species [31]; (ii) if the
difference between v1 of protons and antiprotons is caused
by antiflow alone, then such difference is expected to be
accompanied by strongly negative v1 slopes. In data, the
large difference between proton and antiproton v1 slopes is
seen in the 5%–30%centrality range,while strongly negative
v1 slopes are found for protons, antiprotons, and charged
pions in a different centrality range (30%–80%). Both ob-
servations suggest that additional mechanisms than that
assumed in [11,31] are needed to explain the centrality
dependence of the difference between the v1ðyÞ slopes of
protons and antiprotons.
The excitation function of proton v1ðy0Þ slope

F (¼ dv1=dy
0 at midrapidity) is presented in Fig. 4. Values

for F are extracted via a polynomial fit of the form Fy0 þ
Cy03, where y0 ¼ y=ybeam for which spectators are normal-
ized at %1. The proton v1ðy0Þ slope decreases rapidly with
increasing energy, reaching zero around

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 9 GeV. Its
sign changes to negative as shown by the data point atffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 17 GeV, measured by the NA49 experiment [15].
A similar trend has been observed at low energies with a
slightly different quantity dhpxi=dy0 [32,33]. The energy
dependence of the v1ðy0Þ slope for protons is driven by two
factors: (i) the increase in the number of produced protons
over transported protons with increasing energy, and (ii) the
v1 of both produced and transported protons at different
energies. The negative v1ðy0Þ slope for protons around
midrapidity at SPS energies cannot be explained by transport
model calculations like UrQMD [34] and AMPT [29], but
is predicted by hydrodynamics calculations [8,9]. The
present data indicate that the proton v1 slope remains close
to zero at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 200 GeV as observed at
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 9 GeV
and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 17 GeV heavy ion collisions. Our measure-
ment offers a unique check of the validity of a tilted expan-
sion at RHIC top energy.
In summary, STAR’s measurements of directed flow of

pions, kaons, protons, and antiprotons for Auþ Au colli-
sions at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 200 GeV are presented. In the range of
10%–70% central collisions, v1ðyÞ slopes of pions, kaons
(K0

S), and antiprotons are found to be mostly negative at
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FIG. 2 (color). Model calculations of pion (left panel) and proton
(right panel) v1ðyÞ for 10%–70% Auþ Au collisions at
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p ¼
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model with parton recombination [30]. The hydro* model presents
the hydrodynamic expansion from a tilted source [11].
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Directed flow from BES

Non-monotonic energy dependence of (net-)proton v1 with a minimum at 10~20 GeV 
‣ Possibly related to the softening of EOS and 1st-order PT, but still many models cannot describe the data
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For intermediate-centrality collisions, the proton slope
decreases with increasing energy and changes sign from
positive to negative between 7.7 and 11.5 GeV, shows a
minimum between 11.5 and 19.6 GeV, and remains small
and negative up to 200 GeV, while the pion and antiproton
slopes are negative at all measured energies. In contrast,
there is no hint of the observed nonmonotonic behavior for
protons in the well-tested UrQMD model. Isse et al., in a
transportmodel study incorporating amomentum-dependent
mean field, report qualitative reproduction [40] of proton
directed flow fromE895 [17] and NA49 [18] (see Fig. 3), but
this model yields a positive dv1=dy at all beam energies
studied (

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 17.2, 8.8 GeV and below).
The energy dependence of proton dv1=dy involves an

interplay between the directed flow of protons associated
with baryon number transported from the initial beam
rapidity to the vicinity of midrapidity, and the directed flow
of protons from particle-antiparticle pairs produced near
midrapidity. The importance of the second mechanism
increases strongly with beam energy. A means to distin-
guish between the two mechanisms would thus be

informative. We define the slope Fnet-p based on expressing
the rapidity dependence of directed flow for all protons as
½v1ðyÞ%p¼ rðyÞ½v1ðyÞ%p̄þ½1−rðyÞ%½v1ðyÞ%net-p, where rðyÞ
is the observed rapidity dependence of the ratio of
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FIG. 2 (color online). Proton and antiproton v1ðyÞ (left panels)
and π' v1ðyÞ (right panels) for intermediate-centrality
(10%–40%) Au+Au collisions at 200, 62.4, 39, 27, 19.6, 11.5,
and 7.7 GeV. The plotted errors are statistical only.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Directed flow slope (dv1=dy) near
midrapidity versus beam energy for intermediate-centrality
Au+Au collisions. The slopes for protons, antiprotons, and π'

are reported, along with measurements by prior experiments
[17,18] with comparable but not identical cuts. Statistical errors
(bars) and systematic errors (shaded) are shown separately.
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protons, protons, and net protons, respectively, along with
UrQMD calculations subject to the same cuts and fit conditions.
Systematic uncertainties are shown as shaded bars. Dashed
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2, but only formed hadrons are taken into account for the esti-
mation of energy density.

Fig. 5. Beam energy dependence of the slope of the directed flows of protons in 
mid-central Au+Au collisions (10–40%) from JAM cascade mode (squares), JAM with 
first-order EoS (triangles) and with crossover EoS (circles) in comparison with the 
STAR/NA49/E895 data [18,19,52–54]. Local energy densities are computed by taking 
into account the contributions of constituent quarks in the upper panel, while only 
formed hadrons are included in the lower panel.

a crossover EoS, in Au+Au collisions in comparison with the data 
from STAR, NA49 and E895 Collaborations [18,52–54]. The slope is 
obtained by fitting the rapidity dependence of v1 to a cubic equa-
tion v1(y) = F y + C y3 in the rapidity interval −0.8 < y < 0.8.

The standard JAM cascade calculation predicts a minimum at 
around AGS energies which was first reported in Ref. [55] within 
the UrQMD approach. The decrease of the directed flow in the 
standard cascade approach can be understood by the rapid change 
in degree of freedoms due to the excitation of hadronic resonances 
up to 2 GeV. Note that PHSD does not have such minimum [21], 
since there are only a few number of hadronic resonances included 
in the PHSD model. It is important to notice that the slope of the 
proton directed flow obtained by the cascade model is still positive 
at the minimum point. At higher energies up to √sN N ≈ 20 GeV, 
the JAM standard model overestimates the slope of the proton di-
rected flow as already reported in Ref. [29].

In the case of the EoS with the first order phase transition 
(JAM-1.O.P.T.), we also see the minimum in the excitation func-
tion of the proton directed flow at almost the same beam energy 
as the cascade model. In addition, the slope is now negative as 
predicted by hydrodynamical approaches. The beam energy depen-
dence is very similar to the pure hydrodynamical simulation except 
that the magnitude of the minimum in JAM-1.O.P.T. is about a fac-
tor 5 smaller than the ideal hydrodynamical prediction [23], which 
may be related to the finite viscosity in the transport approach. 
The local minimum predicted by the JAM-1.O.P.T. is located at a 
slightly higher beam energy than in the one-fluid model prediction 
(
√

sN N ≈ 4 GeV) in which the strong coupling of the fluids leads to 
an almost instantaneous full stopping and maximum energy depo-
sition, different than in the three-fluid model in Ref. [13] in which 
finite stopping power of nuclear matter is taken into account. We 
note that the local minimum predicted by the three-fluid model 
in Ref. [28] shows √sN N = 6.5 GeV. Probably the location of min-
imum depends both on the EoS and the degree of stopping and 
its modeling. In Ref. [28], the EoS in the QGP phase is modeled 
by a quasi-particle approximation with mean field potential [56]. 
It is interesting to notice that the ART BUU approach with the 
first order phase transition also exhibits minimum with a nega-
tive slope [37] which supports that our method effectively handles 
the effect of the EoS.

On the other hand, in the case of a crossover EoS (JAM-χ -over), 
there is still a local minimum at √sN N ≈ 6 GeV, but it is not so 
pronounced. Thus our approach supports the idea that a large neg-
ative slope of the proton directed flow would be a good observable 
to identify a strong softening in the early phase of the collision 
due to the first order phase transition. However, the minimum 
observed from our approach is located at a beam energy similar 
to that predicted by hydrodynamical simulations [13] and much 
lower than the minimum measured by the STAR. If the EoS we 
employ is close to the true EoS in nature, we do not see the con-
nection between the softest point of the EoS and the STAR data. In 
order to describe the minimum at a larger beam energy one would 
need a very soft EoS at very high baryon densities, much higher 
than what is found in the currently used EoS, in order to shift the 
minimum to the higher beam energies. Within our analysis, the 
reduction of the proton directed flow at √sN N > 10 GeV is essen-
tially related to the early pressure in the pre-equilibrium stages of 
the reaction. The reason why JAM-1.O.P.T. yields stronger flow than 
JAM-χ -over at √sN N > 10 GeV is simply because of the fact that 
JAM-1.O.P.T. in the current study assumes the massless ideal quark-
gluon EoS at the QGP phase, while crossover EoS is consistent with 
the lattice QCD data at the vanishing baryon chemical potentials. 
Even at the finite baryon chemical potentials, our crossover EoS 
is softer than the massless ideal quark-gluon EoS at high energy 
densities. Since a massless ideal QGP EoS is not supported by the 
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Au+Au collisions [46, 90].
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Beam energy dependence of the slope of v1(y) for net protons and net kaons in 10-40%
centrality Au+Au collisions, as reported by STAR [46, 90].

higher energies that are a focus of the present review, it can flag the softening, or drop in pressure, that
may accompany a transition to a di↵erent phase, notably Quark Gluon Plasma. For example, there may be
a spinodal decomposition associated with a first-order phase transition [92, 93], which would cause a large
softening e↵ect. However, interpretation of flow measurements is not straightforward, and it is known that
directed flow can also be sensitive to poorly-understood model inputs like momentum-dependent potentials
[91] in the nuclear medium. More theoretical work is needed to elucidate the quantitative connection between
softening signatures, like the beam energy dependence directed flow, and QCD phase changes.

During the period since publication of the STAR BES directed flow results in 2014, there have been several
theoretical papers [19, 20, 91, 94, 95] aimed towards interpretation of these measurements. The Frankfurt
hybrid model [96] used for the data comparison by Steinheimer et al. [94] is based on a Boltzmann transport

- slopes decreases with energy roughly as 1/y
- At lower energies significant particle/antiparticle difference
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Beam energy dependence of directed flow slope for protons in 10-40% centrality Au+Au from
the STAR experiment, compared with recent available model calculations [19, 20, 95]. All the experimental data
are from Ref. [46] except for one energy point,

p
sNN = 14.5 GeV [90], which should be considered a preliminary

measurement. The Frankfurt hybrid model [94] as well as a pure hydro calculation with particle freeze-out at constant
energy density [94] both lie above the data and are o↵-scale at all BES energies.

approach similar to UrQMD for the initial and late stages of the collision process, while a hydrodynamic
evolution is employed for the intermediate hot and dense stage. The equation of state for the hydro stage
includes crossover and first-order phase transition options. The data comparison by Konchakovski et al. [20]
uses the Parton-Hadron String Dynamics (PHSD) model [71] of the Giessen group, a microscopic approach
with a crossover equation of state having properties similar to the crossover of lattice QCD [87–89]. The
PHSD code also has a mode named Hadron String Dynamics (HSD), which features purely hadronic physics
throughout the collision evolution, and which yields directed flow predictions in close agreement with those
[46] of the UrQMD model. The data comparison by Ivanov and Soldatov [95] uses a relativistic 3-fluid
hydrodynamic model (3FD) [97] with equations of state that include a crossover option and a first-order
phase transition option. The most recent comparison to the STAR BES v1 data, by Nara et al. [19], uses
the Jet AA Microscopic (JAM) model [98]. JAM is a purely hadronic Boltzmann transport code, but the
authors of Ref. [19] introduce an option to switch from the normal stochastic binary scattering style to a
modified style where the elementary 2-body scatterings are always oriented like attractive orbits [99, 100].
They argue that the switch-over from random to attractive binary orbits mimics the softening e↵ect of a
first-order phase transition.

Fig. 13 focuses on the most promising directed flow measurement from the RHIC Beam Energy Scan,
namely the dv1/dy|y⇠0 for protons at 10-40% centrality, and summarizes recent model comparisons [19, 20,
94, 95] with these data. These authors are largely in agreement that the data disfavor models with purely
hadronic physics. However, some conclude that a crossover deconfinement transition is favored [20, 95],
while others conclude that a first-order phase transition is still a possible explanation [19]. Note that the
argument of Nara et al. [19] is that a more sophisticated implementation of a first-order phase transition
would transition from the ‘JAM’ curve at low BES energies to the ‘JAM-attractive’ curve at higher BES
energies.

Overall, Fig. 13 underlines the fact that no option in any of the model calculations to date reproduces,
even qualitatively, the most striking feature of the data, namely, the minimum in proton directed flow in the
region of

p
sNN ⇠ 10 � 20 GeV. It is also noteworthy that the v1 di↵erence between nominally equivalent

equation of state implementations in di↵erent models is very large. For example, the di↵erences in dv1/dy
between the 1st-order phase transition in the hybrid model [94] and a similar nominal quantity for the

protons

protons
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Coalescence sum rule  
‣“produced”   : Holds at √sNN down to 11.5 GeV, with a minimum at 14.5 GeV 
‣  net-particles : dominated by “produced” quarks at high √sNN, while by “transported” ones at low √sNN  
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 11.5 GeV, dv1=dy for ϕ increases steeply,
although the statistical significance of the increase is poor.
The ϕ-meson v1 statistics are too marginal to permit a
reliable determination of dv1=dy at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 7.7 GeV.
Particles like p, Λ, and Kþ receive more contributions

from transported quarks (u and d from the initial-state
nuclei) than their antiparticles [23]. “Net particle” repre-
sents the excess yield of a particle species over its
antiparticle. In order to enhance the contribution of trans-
ported quarks relative to those produced in the collision, we
define v1 netp based on expressing v1ðyÞ for all protons as

v1p ¼ rðyÞv1p̄ þ ½1 − rðyÞ&v1 netp; ð1Þ

where rðyÞ is the ratio of observed p̄ to p yield at each
beam energy. Corrections of rðyÞ for reconstruction ineffi-
ciency and backgrounds were found to have a negligible
effect on the net-proton dv1=dy and have not been applied.
Figure 2(c) presents net-proton dv1=dy, and also includes
net-Λ and net-kaon dv1=dy, defined similarly, except p̄ ðpÞ
becomes Λ̄ ðΛÞ and K− ðKþÞ, respectively.
The ten particle species available in the present analysis

allow a more detailed investigation of constituent-quark v1
than was possible in Ref. [7]. We are now in a position to test
a set of assumptions, namely, that v1 is imposed at the
prehadronic stage, that specific types of quarks have the
same directed flow, and that the detected hadrons are formed
via coalescence [18,23]. In a scenario where deconfined
quarks have already acquired azimuthal anisotropy, and in
the limit of small azimuthal anisotropy coefficients vn,
coalescence leads to the vn of the resulting mesons or
baryons being the summed vn of their constituent quarks
[23,35]. We call this assumption the coalescence sum rule.
NCQ scaling in turn follows from the coalescence sum rule
[23]. Note that no weights are involved in coalescence sum
rule v1 calculations, unlike the case of v1 for net particles.
Antiprotons and Λ̄’s are seen to have similar v1ðyÞ, and it

is noteworthy that these species are composed of three
constituent quarks all produced in the collision, as opposed
to being composed of u or d quarks which could be either
transported from the initial nuclei or produced. To test the
coalescence sum rule in a straightforward case where all
quarks are known to be produced, Fig. 3(a) compares the
observed dv1=dy for Λ̄ðudsÞ with the calculation for
K−ðūsÞ þ 1

3 p̄ðuudÞ. This calculation is based on the
coalescence sum rule combined with the assumption that
s and s̄ quarks have the same flow, and that ū and d̄ have the
same flow. The factor 1

3 arises from assuming that all ū and
d̄ quarks contribute the same flow. Close agreement is
observed at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 11.5 to 200 GeV. The inset in Fig. 3(a)
presents the same comparison, but with a much coarser
vertical scale. The observed sharp breakdown of agreement
at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 7.7 GeV implies that one or more of the above-
mentioned assumptions no longer hold below 11.5 GeV. A

similar decrease in the produced-quark v2 has been
observed in the same energy region [34,36].
Next, we turn our attention to the less straightforward case

of coalescence involving u and d quarks. We expect v1 to be
quite different for transported and produced quarks, which
are difficult to distinguish in general. However, in the limit of
low

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p
, most u and d quarks are presumably transported,

while in the limit of high
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p
, most u and d are produced.

In Fig. 3(b), we test two coalescence sum rule scenarios that
are expected to bracket the observed dv1=dy for a baryon
containing transported quarks. The fraction of transported
quarks among the constituent quarks of net particles is larger
than in particles roughly in proportion to Nparticle=Nnet particle

[37], and therefore we employ net-Λ and net-proton v1 in
these tests.
Figure 3(b) presents the observed dv1=dy for netΛðudsÞ.

The first compared calculation (red diamond markers)
consists of net protons (uud) minus ū plus s, where ū is
estimated from 1

3 p̄, while the s quark flow is obtained from
K−ðūsÞ − 1

3 p̄ðuudÞ. There is no corresponding clear-cut
expression for transported u and d quarks. Here, it is
assumed that a produced u quark in net p is replaced with
an s quark. This sum-rule calculation agrees closely with the
net-Λ measurement at

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 19.6 GeV and above,
remainsmoderately close at 14.5 and 11.5GeV, and deviates
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FIG. 3. Directed flow slope (dv1=dy) vs
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p
for intermediate

centralities (10%–40%). Panel (a) compares the observed Λ̄ slope
with the predictionof the coalescence sum rule for producedquarks.
The inset shows the same comparison where the vertical scale is
demagnified; this allows the observed flow for the lowest energy
(

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 7.7 GeV) to be seen. Panel (b) presents two further sum-
rule tests, based on comparisons with net-Λ measurements. The
solid and dotted lines are smooth curves to guide the eye.
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FIG. 12. v2 of protons and pions from STAR FXT data analysis,
and v2 of protons from E895 experiment. Blue (red) stars represent
STAR FXT proton (pion) data (0–30 % centrality), and black circles
show E895 data (12–25 % centrality) [45].

positive and negative pions are presented together to improve
the statistical significance of the result.

In this analysis of elliptic flow, two methods are used: (1)
the event plane method using TPC information [26–28] and
(2) the two-particle cumulants method [29]. The event plane
resolution is about 20%. Resonance decays generate unrelated
correlations of particles in the final state. Such correlations are
a nonflow contribution and they bias the elliptic flow measure-
ment. Since particles from resonance decays are correlated
both in η and φ, we can reduce the nonflow contribution
caused by resonances by measuring elliptic flow using parti-
cles which are not correlated in η. The implementation of this
idea is different in each method. For the event plane method,
we divide each event into two subevents. For the cumulant
method, we require a 0.1 gap in η between all considered
pairs. Both methods give results which are consistent within
their uncertainties.

Figure 12 shows the elliptic flow v2 as a function of
transverse kinetic energy mT − m for pions and protons ob-
tained with the event plane method, where m is mass and

mT =
√

m2 + p2
T is transverse mass. It is compared to E895

results [45] obtained using the same method. We analyze the
0–30 % most central events. For pions and protons, we require
|y| < 0.5. In this analysis, we use tracks with 0.2 < pT < 2.0
GeV/c, but due to STAR acceptance in FXT mode at

√
sNN =

4.5 GeV, we could analyze only protons with higher values of
pT, namely pT > 0.4 GeV/c (see Fig. 6). The proton results
are consistent with E895 results [45].

To test the NCQ scaling, we divide v2 and mT − m (Fig. 12)
by the number of constituent quarks (three for protons and
two for pions). The results are presented in Fig. 13. The
observed scaling with the number of constituent quarks at 4.5
GeV is similar to what is observed for Au + Au at higher
collision energies [46,47]. The system created for Au + Au
at

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV has, perhaps surprisingly, larger collec-

tivity than expected, and there is no significant difference in
identified particle elliptic flow behavior when compared to
higher energies. The results in Fig. 13 are in possible conflict
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FIG. 13. v2 scaled by the number of constituent quarks (nq) for
charged pions (red stars) and protons (blue stars) for 0–30 % central
collisions. The values of v2 scaled with nq for pions and protons are
consistent with each other within errors. For comparison, points from
E895 are also shown (black circles)

with expectations. Constituent-quark scaling [ 1
3v

p
2 (mT /3) =

1
2vπ

2 (mT /2) at intermediate mT ] at these energies would sug-
gest partonic collectivity—quark gluon plasma creation—in
Au + Au collisions at energies as low as

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV.

Higher statistical precision is needed to test the NCQ scaling
hypothesis decisively, and this is forthcoming in the second
phase of the beam energy scan.

Figure 14 shows the beam energy dependence of v2
measurements, integrated over pT. The current results are con-
sistent with the trends established by the previously published
data.

VI. FEMTOSCOPY OF PIONS

Two-particle correlations at low relative momentum can
be used to extract information on the space-time structure

FIG. 14. The excitation function v2 for all charged particles or
separately for protons and pions, measured by several experiments.
The STAR FXT points for protons and for pions are near the region
where a change in slope occurs. Data are shown from FOPI [48,49],
E895 [45], E877 [50], CERES [51], NA49 [52], PHENIX [53],
PHOBOS [54], and from the STAR collider energies [46,47,55–57].
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(JAM) [40] and Ultra-relativistic Quantum Molecular
Dynamics (UrQMD) [25, 26], are also given for the abun-
dantly produced hadrons ⇡+, K+, p, and ⇤. The results
from the cascade and baryonic mean-field modes of the
JAM and UrQMD model are shown as colored bands.
The same collision centrality and kinematic selection cri-
teria as in the data are applied in the model calculations.

From the top panels in Fig. 2 the strength of the ra-
pidity dependence of v1 is shown to be proportional to
the hadron mass. The values of the midrapidity slope,
defined as dv1/dy|y=0, are the largest for protons and
⇤s, see panel (a), and are close to zero for pions in panel
(b). In panel (c), dv1/dy|y=0 are positive and have small
charge dependence among kaons. The JAM and UrQMD
mean-field calculation includes a Skyrme potential energy
density function [30]. Comparing to the cascade mode,
the repulsive interactions among baryons are enhanced
via an additional mean-field option, resulting in a good
agreement with experimental data. A similar conclusion
can be drawn for the elliptic flow v2. As shown in the
lower panels of Fig. 2, all of the measured midrapidity
hadrons, (|y|  0.5) show negative values of v2 imply-
ing an out-of-plane expansion in the 3GeV collisions,
contrary to the in-plane expansion in high energy col-
lisions [16, 17]. Again, with the mean-field option with
 = 380 MeV, the JAM and UrQMD model calcula-
tions qualitatively reproduce the rapidity dependence of
v2 for baryons and pions. Nevertheless, we note that the
UrQMD model overpredicts the strength of v2 for strange
baryon ⇤ and both JAM and UrQMD model fails to re-
produce kaon v2, see Fig. 2.

Similar to the previous v1 studies [20, 21, 41] from
the STAR experiment, a polynomial fit of the form
v1(y) = a + by + cy3 was used to extract the strength
of directed flow at midrapidity for ⇡±,K±,K0

S , p, and
⇤, while the fit form v1(y) = by was used for � and ⌅�

due to the limited statistics. The fit range for all parti-
cles is �0.75 < y < 0. Hereafter, we refer to dv1/dy|y=0

as the slope obtained from the above fit. The cubic fit
term, c, can reduce the sensitivity to the rapidity range.
The constant term, a, accounts for the e↵ects from event
plane fluctuation and momentum conservation [42]. The
constant term, a, is found to be < 0.005 for all particles
except � and ⌅� in the 10-40% centrality.

The elliptic flow scaled by the number of constituent
quarks, v2/nq, for the copiously produced hadrons ⇡±

(squares), K± (crosses), p and p̄ (circles) is shown
as a function of the scaled transverse kinetic energy
(mT � m0)/nq in Fig. 3. Data are from 10-40% mid-
central Au+Au collisions at RHIC. Data points from 27
and 54.4GeV are shown as open and closed symbols, re-
spectively. The colored dashed lines, also displayed in
the figure, represent the scaling fit to data for pions,
kaons, and protons in 7.7, 14.5, 27, 54.4, and 200GeV
Au+Au collisions [22, 46] for both positive and negative
charged particles. Although the overall quark number
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FIG. 3. v2 scaled by the number of constituent quarks,
v2/nq, as a function of scaled transverse kinetic energy
((mT � m0)/nq) for pions, kaons and protons from Au+Au
collisions in 10-40% centrality at

p
sNN = 3, 27, and 54.4GeV

for positive charged particles (left panel) and negative charged
particles (right panel). Colored dashed lines represent the
scaling fit to data in 7.7, 14.5, 27, 54.4, and 200GeV Au+Au
collisions from STAR experiment at RHIC [43–45]. Statisti-
cal and systematic uncertainties are shown as bars and gray
bands, respectively. Some uncertainties are smaller than the
data points.

scaling is evident, it has been observed that the best scal-
ing is reached in the RHIC top energy

p
sNN = 200GeV

collisions [16]. As the collision energy decreases, the scal-
ing deteriorates. Particles and antiparticles are no longer
consistent with the single-particle NCQ scaling [22] due
to the mixture of the transported and produced quarks.
More detailed discussions on the e↵ects of transported
quarks on collectivity can be found in Refs. [20, 47]. As
one of the important evidence for the QGP formation in
high energy collisions at RHIC, the observed NCQ scal-
ing originates from partonic collectivity [16, 17, 48].

For 3GeV collisions, data points for ⇡,K and p are rep-
resented by filled triangles, open triangles and filled stars,
respectively in Fig. 3. It is apparent that all of the val-
ues of v2/nq are negative. Only proton results are shown,
because of the lack of antiproton production at this en-
ergy. Contrary to the higher energy data shown, the
quark scaling disappears in the observed elliptic flow for
positively charged particles in such low energy collisions.
The new results clearly indicate di↵erent properties for
the matter produced. As shown in Fig. 2, the JAM and
UrQMD model calculations with baryonic mean-field po-
tential reproduce the observed negative values of v2 for
protons as well as ⇤s. In other words, in the 3GeV colli-
sions, partonic interactions no longer dominate and bary-
onic scatterings take over. This observation is clear evi-
dence that predominantly hadronic matter is created in
such collisions.

The collision energy dependence of the directed and el-
liptic flow is summarized in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) shows the
pT -integrated midrapidity directed flow slope dv1/dy|y=0

for ⇡, K, p, ⇤ and multi-strange hadrons � and ⌅�
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FIG. 19. (Color online) The NCQ-scaled elliptic flow, v2/nq versus (mT − m0)/nq , for 0%–80% central Au + Au collisions for selected
particles (a) and corresponding antiparticles (b). Only statistical error bars are shown. The dashed lines show the results of simultaneous fits
with Eq. (17) to all particles except the pions.

the breakdown of NCQ scaling would be a necessary signature
for a QCD phase transition from partonic to hadronic matter.

Because particles and antiparticles have the same number of
quarks, the NCQ scaling transformation of v2 does not change
their relative separation. This means that the difference in
v2(pT ) for particles and corresponding antiparticles observed
in Sec. VI A constitutes a violation of this NCQ scaling.
Possible physics causes for this difference are discussed below.
In the following, NCQ scaling is shown separately for a selec-
tion of particles and antiparticles. Because a better agreement
between the different particles [even at low (mT − m0)/nq

values] is achieved with the (v2/nq)[(mT − m0)/nq] scaling
compared to the (v2/nq)(pT /nq) scaling, Fig. 19 presents the

scaled distributions versus (mT − m0)/nq . The corresponding
scaled plots for v2(pT ) are shown in Fig. 24 in the Appendix.

The NCQ scaling should only hold in the transverse
momentum range of 1.5 < pT < 5 GeV/c [44,48]. For the
corresponding scaled transverse mass and transverse momen-
tum range, a fair agreement for most of the particles and
energies is observed. Only the φ mesons deviate from the
trend at 7.7 and 11.5 GeV, with the maximum measured
(mT − m0)/nq value just reaching the lower edge of the
expected NCQ scaling range. The values deviate from those for
the other particles and antiparticles at the highest (mT − m0)
values at

√
sNN = 7.7 and 11.5 GeV by 1.8σ and 2.3σ ,

respectively. For the calculation statistical and systematic

014902-17

STAR, PRC88, 014902 (2013)

π+: Δ resonance 
K+: associated production of Λ 
p: transported protons

NCQ scaling holds well at √sNN      7.7 GeV indicating partonic collectivity,  
while the scaling doesn’t work at 3 GeV where baryonic interaction is dominant.
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FIG. 1. The acceptance in transverse momentum (pT ) and
identified particle rapidity (y) for ⇡+, K+, �, p, ⇤ and ⌅�

measured with the STAR detector TPC and TOF in Au+Au
collisions at

p
sNN = 3GeV, with the FXT mode of beam

energy 3.85GeV per nucleon. The target is located at y =
�1.05. In each plot, intensity is self-normalized.

loss resolution from the TPC, the following track selec-
tions are applied: i) the number of hit points is larger
than 15; ii) the ratio between the number of hit points
and the maximum possible number of hit points is larger
than 0.52; iii) the distance of closest approach (DCA) to
the primary vertex is less than 3 cm [22].

The particle identification of charged pions with trans-
verse momentum range 0.2 < pT < 1.6GeV/c, charged
kaons with 0.4 < pT < 1.6GeV/c, and protons with 0.4
< pT < 2.0GeV/c are based on ionization energy loss
information measured with the TPC detector and time-
of-flight information measured with the Time-of-Flight
(TOF) detector [36]. Reconstruction of K0

S , ⇤, and ⌅�

is performed using the KF Particle Finder package based
on the Kalman Filter method initially developed for the
CBM and ALICE experiments [37], which utilizes the
quality of the track fit and the decay topology. The
� mesons are reconstructed through the decay channel,
� ! K+ + K�, where the combinatorial background is
estimated using the mixed-event technique [22].

Figure 1 presents the acceptance in y and pT for ⇡+,
K+, p, �, ⇤, and ⌅�, measured with the TPC and TOF
detectors in Au+Au collisions at

p
sNN = 3GeV. The

target is located at y = �1.05 and the positive sign of v1
is defined by the forward positive rapidity region. The
acceptance for all particles covers from midrapidity to
target rapidity. The coverage of pT is from 0.2 to ⇠
2GeV/c, depending on the rest mass of the particle.

The second order event plane is reconstructed from
tracks recorded by the TPC at

p
sNN = 27 and 54.4GeV.

In order to avoid self-correlation and suppress non-flow
e↵ects, the ⌘-subevent plane method [38] is used for the
elliptic flow calculation, in which the ⌘ ranges �1 < ⌘ <

�0.05 and 0.05 < ⌘ < 1 are applied for the two indepen-
dent subevents, separately. At

p
sNN = 3GeV, the first

order event plane is determined with the Event Plane De-
tector (EPD) [39] located on the east side of the STAR
detector system. The v1 and v2 at 3GeV are determined
with the first order event plane. The detailed event plane
resolution is shown in the Supplemental Material. The
final results are corrected for centrality bin width, event
plane resolution, and detector acceptance.

Systematic uncertainties are estimated point-by-point
by varying track selection criteria, and the decay length
of parent and daughter when using the KF Particle
Finder package [37]. At

p
sNN = 3GeV, the leading sys-

tematic source is from particle misidentification by vary-
ing the ionization energy loss dE/dx, estimated to con-
tribute 4.3% (1.5%) to ⇡+ (proton) v1 slopes measure-
ments. An additional, common systematic uncertainty
from event plane resolution is estimated to be 1.4% and
3% for v1 and v2, respectively. Assuming the sources are
uncorrelated, the total systematic uncertainty is obtained
by adding uncertainties mentioned above in quadrature.
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FIG. 2. Rapidity(y) dependence of v1 (top panels) and v2
(bottom panels) of proton and ⇤ baryons (left panels), pi-
ons (middle panels) and kaons (right panels) in 10-40% cen-
trality for the

p
sNN = 3GeV Au+Au collisions. Statisti-

cal and systematic uncertainties are shown as bars and gray
bands, respectively. Some uncertainties are smaller than the
data points. The UrQMD and JAM results are shown as
bands: golden, red and blue bands stand for JAM mean-field,
UrQMD mean-field and UrQMD cascade mode, respectively.
The value of the incompressibility  = 380 MeV is used in
the mean-field option. More detailed model descriptions and
data comparisons can be found in Supplemental Material.

The rapidity dependence of the directed flow v1 and
elliptic flow v2 of identified hadrons from the

p
sNN

= 3GeV Au+Au collisions at 10-40% is presented in
Fig. 2. Due to the acceptance, the results from the
rapidity region �1 < y < 0 are shown. The corre-
sponding pT range for each hadron is shown in the fig-
ure. For comparison, calculations of transport theoreti-
cal model, JET AA Microscopic Transportation Model

JAM: JET AA Microscopic Transportation Model  
UrQMD: Ultra-relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics

STAR, PLB827(2022)137003

Y. Nara et al., PRC61, 0249021 (1999) 
S. Bass et al., Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys.41, 255 (1998)

Transport models with baryonic mean-field (JAM, UrQMD) qualitatively describes the data, 
except K+ v2 (and π v1, Λ v2 ).
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Figure 3: because particles with heavier masses have smaller thermal velocities,
their source volumes are more strongly confined by collective flow. For longitudi-
nal flow (left panel) this results in smaller values of Rlong for particles with higher

mT =
√

m2 + p2
T . For radial flow (right panel) this confines heavier particles

toward the surface, which results in both a reduced volume and an offset ∆r in
the outward direction.

emitting zero-rapidity particles is determined by the distance one can move be-
fore the collective velocity overwhelms the thermal velocity to force the emission
function back to zero. The size can then be expressed as:

Rlong ≈
Vtherm

dv/dz
= Vtherm〈t〉. (24)

Whereas Rout/Rside gives information about the suddenness of emission, Rlong

provides insight into the mean time at which emission occurs given an estimate
of the thermal velocity.

For a thermal source with relativistic motion, the thermal velocity along the
beam axis is determined by the temperature and the transverse mass, mT =
√

m2 + p2
T (63). For large mT the thermal velocity in the longitudinal direction

becomes non-relativistic, Vtherm =
√

T/mT , and the source size falls as 1/
√

mT

which is referred to as mT scaling (87). This is illustrated in Figure 3. However,
this assumes all particles are emitted with the same Bjorken time τB and tem-
perature, independent of the transverse mass. because particles with high mT

are probably emitted at lower τB, and because the temperature roughly behaves

at τ−4/3
B , the longitudinal size could fall even more quickly than m−1/2

T .
In a boost invariant expansion, emission is a function of the Bjorken time

τB =
√

t2 − z2, not the time t, and because t =
√

τ2
B + z2, those particles emitted

with small z have a head start. This is sometimes referred to as an inside-
outside cascade. The transverse shape of S(r) is then affected non-trivially by the
expansion along the beam. The resulting correlation function can be calculated
analytically in the case of pure identical-particle correlations (88; 89).

Boost invariance is incorporated into blast-wave models with transverse expan-
sion and assumed for many hydrodynamic models. The finite size of the system

“HBT” radii (Gaussian source size) 
Rlong : source radius along the beam axis 
Rout   : transverse radius + emission duration, parallel to pair momentum 
Rside : transverse radius, orthogonal to Rlong and Rout

Rout/Rside, sensitive to the emission duration, peaks around 20 GeV. Indication of EOS softest point? 
‣Model study shows sensitivity of HBT measurements to the EOS 

New data from BES-II+FXT will fill in 3-27 GeV with better precision

M. Lisa et al., Ann.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci.55:357 (2005)
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C(k⇤) =
P (~p1, ~p2)

P (~p1)P (~p2)

=

Z
S(~r) | (k⇤,~r)|2 d~r

M. S. ABDALLAH ET AL. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 103, 034908 (2021)
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FIG. 20. Top: The difference between the squared transverse
femtoscopic radii are plotted as a function of the collision energy for
central collisions. Bottom: The energy dependence of the ratio of the
transverse radii. The centrality and mT values for the high-statistics
datasets are HADES [76] (0–10 %, 349 MeV/c); STAR fixed target
(this work) (0–10 %, 303 MeV/c); STAR collider [78] (0–10 %, 326
MeV/c). The values for the earlier measurements are E895 [65] (0–
11 %, 330 MeV/c); E866 [66] (0–15 %, 295 MeV/c). Only statistical
errors are indicated, as changing the centrality [58] or transverse
mass selection slightly will affect Rout and Rside similarly; see the
text for a discussion of systematic effects, which can shift STAR
datapoints, together, by ∼5% (∼20%) for Rout/Rside (R2

out − R2
side).

sition should produce a peak in the energy dependence of
Rout/Rside near the QGP creation threshold. Such a peak has
also been suggested [81,82] as a signal of hadronization near
a critical end point in the QCD phase diagram.

The energy dependences of R2
out − R2

side and Rout/Rside are
shown in Fig. 20. Both quantities exhibit a clear peak at√

sNN ≈ 20 GeV, an interesting energy where other observ-
ables [34,83–86] show nontrivial trends with energy. The
earlier E895 and E866 results are consistent with the trend
from STAR and HADES, but their statistical uncertainties are
much too large to resolve a peak of the magnitude observed.
Systematic errors on these quantities are given in Table II
for STAR measurements, both in collider and fixed-target
modes. Importantly, the systematic errors are common for all
STAR points (collider and fixed-target), hence variations in
(for example) the treatment of Coulomb effects will move all
data points similarly, not changing the peak structure.

TABLE II. Systematic error estimates for the quantities plotted
in Fig. 20. First row considers using a 2–12 % selection rather than
a 0–10 % selection. Track-merging cuts, fit-range systematics, and
Coulomb effects are discussed in [57,78].

source δ( Rout
Rside

) δ(R2
out − R2

side )

variation in centrality 1% 8%
50 MeV/c variation in 〈mT 〉 2% 8%
varying fit range in |'q| <1% 10%
varying track-merging cut 4% 10%
treatment of Coulomb effects 1% 6%

First measurements of R2
out − R2

side and Rout/Rside at the
highest energies at RHIC [57,67] were similar to values mea-
sured at lower energies, contrary to some expectations of a
long lifetime [58,87]. This “puzzle” [87] was eventually partly
understood as arising from a number of independent compli-
cations that tend to reduce the extended lifetime signal [88].
Figure 20 suggests two other reasons that the signal was not
observed. Firstly, the energy of collisions at full RHIC energy
(
√

sNN = 200 GeV) may be too high above the threshold
energy for QGP formation; at such high energies, the extended
lifetime signal is predicted to disappear [59]. Secondly, the
early femtoscopic data from E895 and E866 was insufficiently
precise to discern the peak revealed by higher-statistics data.
The STAR low energy measurements address this second is-
sue. Indeed, the entire STAR fixed-target program is crucial
for identifying such energy-dependent trends.

VII. SUMMARY

In this first set of results from fixed-target running at the
STAR experiment, we report that the directed flow (v1) of
protons and " baryons is in line with existing systematics at
higher and lower energy. This is important, as the directed
flow of baryons shows a sign change and a minimum just
above the present beam energy, while the directed flow of
net baryons shows a double sign change [34,37]. This is one
of the most intriguing experimental results from the BES-I
program, as well as one of the most difficult for models to
explain [19–25].

We have also presented the first measurements of az-
imuthal anisotropy of charged pions and neutral kaons at these
energies. Both show directed flow (v1) signals in the direction
opposite to that of the baryons, continuing trends observed
at higher energies. The difference between π+ and π− flow
becomes stronger as the collision energy is reduced, per-
haps signaling isospin or Coulomb dynamics. Interestingly,
within the relatively large statistical uncertainties, the data are
consistent with constituent quark scaling of elliptic flow, an
effect proposed at much higher energies to arise from quark
coalescence in the QGP phase.

Femtoscopic radii with charged pions are consistent with
earlier measurements of energy, transverse mass, and cen-
trality systematics. Collisions at

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV are in the

transition region between dynamics dominated by stopping
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FIG. 20. Top: The difference between the squared transverse
femtoscopic radii are plotted as a function of the collision energy for
central collisions. Bottom: The energy dependence of the ratio of the
transverse radii. The centrality and mT values for the high-statistics
datasets are HADES [76] (0–10 %, 349 MeV/c); STAR fixed target
(this work) (0–10 %, 303 MeV/c); STAR collider [78] (0–10 %, 326
MeV/c). The values for the earlier measurements are E895 [65] (0–
11 %, 330 MeV/c); E866 [66] (0–15 %, 295 MeV/c). Only statistical
errors are indicated, as changing the centrality [58] or transverse
mass selection slightly will affect Rout and Rside similarly; see the
text for a discussion of systematic effects, which can shift STAR
datapoints, together, by ∼5% (∼20%) for Rout/Rside (R2

out − R2
side).

sition should produce a peak in the energy dependence of
Rout/Rside near the QGP creation threshold. Such a peak has
also been suggested [81,82] as a signal of hadronization near
a critical end point in the QCD phase diagram.

The energy dependences of R2
out − R2

side and Rout/Rside are
shown in Fig. 20. Both quantities exhibit a clear peak at√

sNN ≈ 20 GeV, an interesting energy where other observ-
ables [34,83–86] show nontrivial trends with energy. The
earlier E895 and E866 results are consistent with the trend
from STAR and HADES, but their statistical uncertainties are
much too large to resolve a peak of the magnitude observed.
Systematic errors on these quantities are given in Table II
for STAR measurements, both in collider and fixed-target
modes. Importantly, the systematic errors are common for all
STAR points (collider and fixed-target), hence variations in
(for example) the treatment of Coulomb effects will move all
data points similarly, not changing the peak structure.

TABLE II. Systematic error estimates for the quantities plotted
in Fig. 20. First row considers using a 2–12 % selection rather than
a 0–10 % selection. Track-merging cuts, fit-range systematics, and
Coulomb effects are discussed in [57,78].

source δ( Rout
Rside

) δ(R2
out − R2

side )

variation in centrality 1% 8%
50 MeV/c variation in 〈mT 〉 2% 8%
varying fit range in |'q| <1% 10%
varying track-merging cut 4% 10%
treatment of Coulomb effects 1% 6%

First measurements of R2
out − R2

side and Rout/Rside at the
highest energies at RHIC [57,67] were similar to values mea-
sured at lower energies, contrary to some expectations of a
long lifetime [58,87]. This “puzzle” [87] was eventually partly
understood as arising from a number of independent compli-
cations that tend to reduce the extended lifetime signal [88].
Figure 20 suggests two other reasons that the signal was not
observed. Firstly, the energy of collisions at full RHIC energy
(
√

sNN = 200 GeV) may be too high above the threshold
energy for QGP formation; at such high energies, the extended
lifetime signal is predicted to disappear [59]. Secondly, the
early femtoscopic data from E895 and E866 was insufficiently
precise to discern the peak revealed by higher-statistics data.
The STAR low energy measurements address this second is-
sue. Indeed, the entire STAR fixed-target program is crucial
for identifying such energy-dependent trends.

VII. SUMMARY

In this first set of results from fixed-target running at the
STAR experiment, we report that the directed flow (v1) of
protons and " baryons is in line with existing systematics at
higher and lower energy. This is important, as the directed
flow of baryons shows a sign change and a minimum just
above the present beam energy, while the directed flow of
net baryons shows a double sign change [34,37]. This is one
of the most intriguing experimental results from the BES-I
program, as well as one of the most difficult for models to
explain [19–25].

We have also presented the first measurements of az-
imuthal anisotropy of charged pions and neutral kaons at these
energies. Both show directed flow (v1) signals in the direction
opposite to that of the baryons, continuing trends observed
at higher energies. The difference between π+ and π− flow
becomes stronger as the collision energy is reduced, per-
haps signaling isospin or Coulomb dynamics. Interestingly,
within the relatively large statistical uncertainties, the data are
consistent with constituent quark scaling of elliptic flow, an
effect proposed at much higher energies to arise from quark
coalescence in the QGP phase.

Femtoscopic radii with charged pions are consistent with
earlier measurements of energy, transverse mass, and cen-
trality systematics. Collisions at

√
sNN = 4.5 GeV are in the

transition region between dynamics dominated by stopping
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Energy dependence of the HBT param-
eters for central Au + Au, Pb + Pb, and Pb + Au collisions at
midrapidity and 〈kT 〉 ≈ 0.22 GeV/c [26–31,36]. The text contains
discussion about variations in centrality, kT , and analysis techniques
between experiments. Errors on NA44, NA49, WA98, CERES, and
ALICE points include systematic errors. The systematic errors for
STAR points at all energies (from Table II) are of similar size to the
error bar for 39 GeV, shown as a representative example. Errors on
other results are statistical only, to emphasize the trend. For some
experiments the λ value was not specified.

established despite the measurements having been performed
by various experiments and with differences in the analysis
techniques. In this paper, the results are presented across a
wide range of beam energies, overlapping previously measured
regions and filling in previously unmeasured regions of

√
sNN.

Figure 6 shows the beam energy dependence of the λ
parameter, the HBT radii, and the ratio Rout/Rside for like-sign
pions in central collisions at low kT . All the STAR results are
from the most central 0%–5% and lowest 〈kT 〉 (≈0.22 GeV/c)
data. The ALICE point is also from 0%–5% central data, but
has a slightly larger 〈kT 〉 ≈ 0.26 GeV/c. Results from earlier
experiments come from a range of central data sets, as narrow

as 0%–7.2% to as wide as 0%–18% centrality, as well as a
range of 〈kT 〉 values, from 0.17 to 0.25 GeV/c. The earlier
data are from π−-π− correlation results in which various
methods of accounting for the Coulomb interaction were
employed. The new STAR results are from combined π−-π−

and π+-π+ correlation functions. No significant difference
between the two cases has been observed so the combination
simply leads to higher statistics. Our high-statistics analysis,
with identical acceptance for all

√
sNN, yields a well-defined

smooth excitation function consistent with the previous trends.
The λ parameter primarily represents the fraction of

correlated pairs entering the analysis, as described in Sec. IV B.
It decreases with increasing

√
sNN relatively rapidly at lower,

AGS, energies while changing rather little from 7.7 to 200 GeV.
This suggests that the fraction of pions in this 〈kT 〉 range from
long-lived resonances increases at lower energy but remains
rather constant at higher energies. The value of λ is larger than
our earlier reported results for 200 GeV [33], which is related
to our implementation of an antielectron cut that reduces
contamination in this analysis. The Rout parameter similarly
shows little change over a wide range of RHIC energies. It does
appear to rise noticeably at the LHC. The values of Rside show
a very small increase at the higher RHIC energies and a more
significant increase at the LHC. The values of Rlong, however,
appear to reach a minimum around 5 GeV, rising significantly
at RHIC, and the ALICE point is once again higher than the
trend observed at STAR.

The radius Rside is primarily associated with the spatial
extent of the particle-emitting region, whereas Rout is also
affected by dynamics [23,24] and is believed to be related to
the duration of particle emission [63,64].

It has long been suggested [50,51,63] that a long particle-
emission duration could result in Rout becoming much larger
than Rside. In the simplest scenario of a static, nonflowing
source, the emission time is given by [65]

(β$τstatic) = R2
out − R2

side, (17)

where β = kT

mT
is the speed of one of the pions in the source

rest frame. For a flowing source such as those created at RHIC,
however, Eq. (17) is unreliable [22] as the dimensions of the
homogeneity region probed by low-q pion pairs is affected
differently in the out and side directions. Indeed, for some
sources Rout may be smaller than Rside [23], in which case
Eq. (17) would yield imaginary emission times.

It is interesting to note that the excitation function of this
quantity shows a clear peak at

√
sNN ≈ 20 GeV, as seen in the

top panel of Fig. 7. Clearly, Eq. (17) cannot be used, because
R2

out − R2
side becomes smaller as β increases and even becomes

negative at higher
√

sNN and mT . Extracting time scales from
the quantity R2

out − R2
side is necessarily model dependent.

Prompted by Rischke and Gyulassy [63], the ratio
Rout/Rside is frequently studied [22]. This ratio has the
advantage of removing the overall scale of the system. Because
Rout and Rside are both reduced by flow [23,66], their ratio is
slightly more robust against flow effects. The ratio is also
somewhat more natural to calculate in ideal (zero viscosity)
hydrodynamic theory which has no intrinsic scale. Finally,
extracting radii from dynamical model calculations depends
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the model three-dimensional LCMS femtoscopy radii fitted according to Eq. (7) with those measured by the STAR
collaboration at

√
sNN = 7.7 (a)–(d), 11.5 (e)–(h), 19.6 (i)–(l), 27 (m)–(p), 39 (q)–(t), 62.4 (u)–(x) GeV. Open squares represent the STAR

data. Triangles correspond to different types of EoSs like they do in Fig. 3.

√
sNN = 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, 39, 62.4 GeV using the 1PT and

XPT EoSs, and a comparison of the obtained results with those
ones obtained by the STAR Collaboration [54].

One can see that the model reasonably describes the mT

dependence of radii for all beam energies with both EoSs. As
for the radii, they show different trends in the out, side, and
long directions. Whereas the Rside using both EoSs practically
coincide, the Rout with the 1PT EoS is generally larger
(however, not more than 0.5 fm at any collision energy) than for
the XPT EoS. This also leads to larger values of the Rout/Rside
ratio using the 1PT EoS. The difference comes from a weaker
transverse flow developed in the fluid phase with the 1PT EoS
as compared with the XPT EoS.3 A longer lifetime of the fluid
phase in the 1PT scenario also results in a larger values of
Rlong as compared with the XPT scenario. Whereas one could
expect that at lower collision energies in the 1PT EoS a larger
fraction of the fluid phase evolution occurs in the mixed phase
with zero speed of sound leading to an increase of evolution
time and Rlong, we did not observe such a trend in the model.
The reason is that at lower collision energies in the model
a sizable amount of radial flow is developed at the prehydro
stage. At the same time, the Rout/Rside ratio at lowest collision
energies shows a clear EoS dependence.

The Rout/Rside and R2
out − R2

side as a function of
√

sNN were
studied at fixed mT by the STAR Collaboration [54]. A wide
maximum near

√
sNN ∼ 20 GeV/c in both excitation func-

tions was observed. This observation is however accompanied
by rather large systematic error bars. We have calculated the

3A similar influence of the transverse flow on Rout and Rside has
been observed for the RHIC and LHC energies [16].

very same quantities in the model and compared them with
experimental data. The result of comparison is shown in Fig. 6.

One can see that due to large experimental error bars the
model calculations involving the XPT EoS are in a strong
agreement with the data within the error bars at all energies,
whereas the 1PT EoS overestimates the data. However, in
the model taking into account the XPT EoS we observe a
monotonic increase in excitation functions of both quantities,
meanwhile the 1PT EoS results in a nondecreasing behavior
of the quantities. The XPT EoS “works” better for lowest
collision energies that might be seen earlier from a better
description of individual radii in that energy region shown
in Fig. 5. A study of the Rout/Rside ratio looks traditional in
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model calculations using the two EoSs.
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FIG. 18. The centrality dependence of Rout, Rside, and Rlong.
Errors are statistical only. Here π+π+ and π−π− pairs in the mo-
mentum range 0.15 < pT < 0.8 GeV/c are used.

geometric size of the initial participant region and the subse-
quent emission region at freezeout.

2. Evolution from oblate to prolate freezeout configuration

Figure 19 shows Rside vs. Rlong for several different data
sets. STAR FXT and BES points use low-kT, π+π+ and
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FIG. 19. Rside vs. Rlong, which measures the
prolateness/oblateness of the pion emitting source when viewed
from beside the beam. HADES [76], ALICE [77], and STAR
[78] points include systematic errors; E895 [65] show statistical
errors only. STAR fixed target data correspond to pion pairs with
〈kT 〉 = 0.22 GeV/c from 0–5 % centrality events. The various
centrality, pT, and kT cuts used in the different experiments are
discussed in the text. The grey curve indicates the evolution of the
shape, as the collision energy is increased.

π−π− pion pairs, with 〈kT〉 ≈ 0.22 GeV/c. Events are drawn
from the 0–5 % centrality range. The ALICE point also
corresponds to 0–5 % centrality, but a slightly higher 〈kT〉
of ≈0.26 GeV/c. The E895 points use the cuts discussed
above. The collision energies (

√
sNN ) corresponding to each

experiment are indicated in GeV. The significantly different
acceptance and use of a different frame by E866 [66] affects
the longitudinal radius in a way very different from that for the
sideward. Hence, it makes little sense to include E866 data in a
graph which plots Rside versus Rlong; it is not shown in Fig. 19,
which is a direct comparison of similar measurements over
three orders of magnitude in energy.

A clear evolution in the freezeout shape is indicated in the
figure. Lower energy collisions generally produce more oblate
systems, and the shape of the emission region tends to be-
come more prolate as the collision energy is increased. In this
representation, the evolution follows a “swoosh” systematic,
indicated by the grey curve drawn to guide the eye. This trend
reflects the evolution from stopping-dominated dynamics at
low collision energies, to the approximately longitudinally-
boost-invariant scenario at the highest energies. The STAR
fixed-target point has Rside ≈ Rlong ≈ 4.5 fm, indicating a
source that is approximately round when viewed from the
side, just at the transition point between oblate and prolate
geometry.

3. Comparison to generic expectations due to a first-order phase
transition at RHIC

The femtoscopic radii reported [76] by the HADES col-
laboration are consistent with the oblate shape reported by
E895 at low energy. However, it is clear from Figs. 16 and 19
that the HADES radii are considerably smaller than would be
expected by simple extrapolation of earlier data. The reasons
for this are unclear, and speculation is outside the scope of
this paper. However, there are several experimental system-
atic effects that can shift femtoscopic radii. These include
treatment of Coulomb effects, non-Gaussian shapes of the
underlying correlation function (probed by varying the fitting
range in |&q|), and &q-dependent particle-identification purity.
In addition, collision centrality definition and single-particle
acceptance can vary slightly from one experiment to the next,
complicating comparisons. Ideally, such effects would be
corrected for, or accounted for as part of the systematic uncer-
tainty; however, subtle effects may persist and may be unique
to a given experimental configuration. Importantly, however,
most of these effects affect Rout, Rside, and Rlong in the same
way. Differences and (especially) ratios of femtoscopic radii
are less susceptible to experiment-specific artifacts.

In the absence of collective flow, the emission timescale
is related [60] to the transverse femtoscopic radii as β2τ 2 =
R2

out − R2
side, where β is the transverse velocity of the emitted

pions. While collective flow complicates the interpretation
[80], an extended emission timescale will increase Rout rel-
ative to Rside. A long emission timescale may arise if the
system equilibrates close to the deconfinement phase bound-
ary and then evolves through a first-order phase transition in
the QCD phase diagram [60,69]. Relativistic hydrodynamic
calculations [59] predict that a QCD first-order phase tran-
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Pion emission region turns from “oblate” to “prolate” shape around 4.5 GeV  
when increasing collision energy 
‣Evolution from stopping at lower energies to longitudinally boost-invariance at higher energies

0-5% hkT i ⇡ 0.22 GeV/c
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Figure 3: because particles with heavier masses have smaller thermal velocities,
their source volumes are more strongly confined by collective flow. For longitudi-
nal flow (left panel) this results in smaller values of Rlong for particles with higher

mT =
√

m2 + p2
T . For radial flow (right panel) this confines heavier particles

toward the surface, which results in both a reduced volume and an offset ∆r in
the outward direction.

emitting zero-rapidity particles is determined by the distance one can move be-
fore the collective velocity overwhelms the thermal velocity to force the emission
function back to zero. The size can then be expressed as:

Rlong ≈
Vtherm

dv/dz
= Vtherm〈t〉. (24)

Whereas Rout/Rside gives information about the suddenness of emission, Rlong

provides insight into the mean time at which emission occurs given an estimate
of the thermal velocity.

For a thermal source with relativistic motion, the thermal velocity along the
beam axis is determined by the temperature and the transverse mass, mT =
√

m2 + p2
T (63). For large mT the thermal velocity in the longitudinal direction

becomes non-relativistic, Vtherm =
√

T/mT , and the source size falls as 1/
√

mT

which is referred to as mT scaling (87). This is illustrated in Figure 3. However,
this assumes all particles are emitted with the same Bjorken time τB and tem-
perature, independent of the transverse mass. because particles with high mT

are probably emitted at lower τB, and because the temperature roughly behaves

at τ−4/3
B , the longitudinal size could fall even more quickly than m−1/2

T .
In a boost invariant expansion, emission is a function of the Bjorken time

τB =
√

t2 − z2, not the time t, and because t =
√

τ2
B + z2, those particles emitted

with small z have a head start. This is sometimes referred to as an inside-
outside cascade. The transverse shape of S(r) is then affected non-trivially by the
expansion along the beam. The resulting correlation function can be calculated
analytically in the case of pure identical-particle correlations (88; 89).

Boost invariance is incorporated into blast-wave models with transverse expan-
sion and assumed for many hydrodynamic models. The finite size of the system

“HBT” radii (Gaussian source size) 
Rlong : source radius along the beam axis 
Rout   : transverse radius + emission duration, parallel to pair momentum 
Rside : transverse radius, orthogonal to Rlong and Rout

M. Lisa et al., Ann.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci.55:357 (2005)
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CP search with net-proton fluctuations

Non-monotonic energy dependence of C4/C2.  
Qualitatively consistent with model expectation having a CP 

Suppression at 3 GeV, explained by baryon conservation 
(UrQMD)  

Need precise measurements around 3-20 GeV 
‣ Coming soon from BES-II
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FXT from HADES and STAR

HADES, PRC102.024914(2020)
STAR, arXiv:2112.00240

• No clear enhancement is observed for 2.4 and 
3.0 GeV data from HADES and STAR.

• Negative value at 3GeV is reproduced by 
UrQMD, which incorporates baryon number 
conservation.

• The data implies that the QCD critical region 
could only exist at energies > 3GeV.

T. Nonaka  "Fluctuations of Conserved Charges"2022/4/9, QM2022@Krakow 44

Apr. 5th, 4:30pm, Yu Zhang

2.4 GeV

FXT from HADES and STAR

HADES, PRC102.024914(2020)
STAR, arXiv:2112.00240

• No clear enhancement is observed for 2.4 and 
3.0 GeV data from HADES and STAR.

• Negative value at 3GeV is reproduced by 
UrQMD, which incorporates baryon number 
conservation.

• The data implies that the QCD critical region 
could only exist at energies > 3GeV.

T. Nonaka  "Fluctuations of Conserved Charges"2022/4/9, QM2022@Krakow 44

Apr. 5th, 4:30pm, Yu Zhang

2.4 GeV
STAR, PRL128, 202303 (2022) 
HADES, PRC102.024914 (2020)

Correlation length ξ diverges at CP (for infinite volume system) 

Fluctuations of conserved quantity sensitive to ξ 
‣ Net-proton is used as a proxy of net-baryon M. Stephanov, PRL102.032301 (2009) 

M. Asakawa et al., PRL103.262301(2009) 
Y. Hatta and M. Stephanov, PRL91, 102003 (2003)

Higher-order fluctuation
• Moments and cumulants are mathematical measures of “shape” of a 

distribution, which probes fluctuations of an observable.

• Cumulant ܯ Central moment • Cumulants have additivity : 
proportional to the system volume

Kurtosis (ʃ) ї�sharpnessSkewness (S) ї�asymmetry

T. Nonaka  "Fluctuations of Conserved Charges"2022/4/9, QM2022@Krakow 4

Raw net-proton multiplicity distribution

STAR, PRL126.092301(2021), 
PRC104.024902(2021)

• Need to consider various experimental effects.

T. Nonaka  "Fluctuations of Conserved Charges"2022/4/9, QM2022@Krakow 10
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Search for the signal of crossover PT

Lattice QCD shows a smooth crossover at small μB but no experimental evidence so far 
‣ Lattice QCD predicts C5 and C6 to be negative for crossover PT 

At 200 GeV, the sign of C6/C2 seems to become negative when going to central collisions

18

emerging medium from hadronic and QGP phases, respec-
tively. All of the results from the UrQMD calculations are
consistent with the Skellam expectation (C6=C2 ¼ 1)
within large statistical fluctuations toward more central
collisions. Overall, the UrQMD calculations of the net-
proton C6=C2 reproduce, within errors, the measured
centrality dependence for 27 and 54.4 GeV Auþ Au
collisions. Experimental results for 200 GeV are below
UrQMD calculations systematically from peripheral to
central collisions.
First-principle lattice QCD calculations offer accurate

information on the properties of a thermalized system with
zero baryon chemical potential. For example, see Ref. [4].
By a Taylor expansion at small μB, one could extend the
predictions to finite values of the baryon chemical poten-
tial. The lattice calculations with a temperature of 160 MeV
and baryon chemical potential up to μB ∼ 110 MeV are
shown as the blue band in Fig. 3 [17,19]. Lattice calcu-
lations also indicate that in the region of μB=T < 1, the
transition from QGP to hadronic matter is a smooth
crossover [17]. The μB=T ratios are approximately 0.17,
0.55, and 0.93 for central Auþ Au collisions atffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 200, 54, and 27 GeV, respectively. Please note
there are caveats when comparing experimental data with
lattice calculations. While the current experimental data are
midrapidity net-proton distributions from the kinematic
region of jyj < 0.5 and 0.4 < pTðGeV=cÞ < 2.0, the lattice
results are for net baryons and do not incorporate any of the

experimental kinematic cuts [29]. It is also known that the
cumulants are affected by both baryon number conserva-
tion and baryon stopping [42–45] which are expected to be
more significant toward lower collision energies [46,47].
Both effects are present in the results presented here. In
addition, the lattice simulates a thermalized system but
without other dynamics such as collective expansion in
high-energy nuclear collisions. These differences between
experiments and lattice calculations need to be carefully
handled in the future for a quantitative comparison. With
these caveats in mind, the trend observed in Auþ Au
collisions at 200 GeV that C6=C2 becomes negative with
increasing centrality is potentially consistent with the
smooth crossover scenario. Higher statistics datasets are
necessary in order to establish a trend in the finite μB range.
In summary, we report the first measurements of the net-

proton higher-order cumulant ratio C6=C2 from 27, 54.4,
and 200 GeV Auþ Au collisions measured by the STAR
detector at RHIC. The data are taken from the kinematic
region [jyj < 0.5 and 0.4 < pTðGeV=cÞ < 2.0]. Data from
200 GeV collisions are found to be negative progressively
in more central collisions within the maximum acceptance,
while the ratios from 27 and 54.4 GeV collisions are found
to be close to zero within uncertainties. Without critical
dynamics, the transport model UrQMD calculations
predict the ratio C6=C2 around a statistical baseline in
all cases. Lattice QCD calculations, with T ¼ 160 MeV
and μB ¼ 0–110 MeV, predict the negative value of
C6=C2 ∼ −1.5, which is qualitatively consistent with the
experimental results of central Auþ Au collisions at top
RHIC energies. These new measurements are statistics
limited and seem to favor a smooth crossover for the QGP-
hadronic matter transition. Future measurements with high
statistics will provide more detailed information about the
phase structure at the low baryon density region.

We thank the RHIC Operations Group and RCF at BNL,
the NERSC Center at LBNL, and the Open Science Grid
consortium for providing resources and support. This work
was supported in part by the Office of Nuclear Physics
within the U.S. DOE Office of Science, the U.S. National
Science Foundation, the Ministry of Education and Science
of the Russian Federation, National Natural Science
Foundation of China, Chinese Academy of Science, the
Ministry of Science and Technology of China and the
Chinese Ministry of Education, the Higher Education
Sprout Project by Ministry of Education at NCKU, the
National Research Foundation of Korea, Czech Science
Foundation and Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of
the Czech Republic, Hungarian National Research,
Development and Innovation Office, New National
Excellency Programme of the Hungarian Ministry of
Human Capacities, Department of Atomic Energy and
Department of Science and Technology of the
Government of India, the National Science Centre of
Poland, the Ministry of Science, Education and Sports
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FIG. 3. Collision centrality dependence of net-proton C6=C2 in
Auþ Au collisions for

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN

p ¼ 27, 54.4, and 200 GeV within
jyj < 0.5 and 0.4 < pTðGeV=cÞ < 2.0. The error bars are stat-
istical and caps are systematic errors. Points for different beam
energies are staggered horizontally to improve clarity. A shaded
band shows the results from UrQMD model calculations.
UrQMD calculations from the above three collision energies
are consistent among them so they are merged in order to reduce
statistical fluctuations. Details on these calculations can be found
in Supplemental Material [24]. The lattice QCD calculations on
net-baryon number fluctuations [17,19] for T ¼ 160 MeV and
μB < 110 MeV are shown as a blue band at hNparti ≈ 340. The
inset shows the expanded region of 40%–80% centrality.
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Fifth- and Sixth-order cumulant

6

● Transition from QGP to hadronic matter 
is smooth crossover at μB  0.          
6th order: first principle lattice QCD 
calculation predicts C6/C2 < 0

≈
STAR, Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 262301 (2021)

Net-baryon

Net-proton

               

HotQCD, Phys. Rev. D 101, 074502 (2020) 

STAR, PRL127.262301 (2021)
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Global polarization of hyperons

19

L

reaction plane

B

beam fragment

“global polarization” 
Initial orbital angular momentum L, 
partially transferred to the medium, 
polarize particles’ spin globally. 
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- Observation of Λ global polarization indicates the creation of the thermal vorticity, 
which is found to be the most vortical fluid (ω~1021 1/s) 

- Recent measurements with Ξ(spin-1/2) and Ω(spin-3/2) supports the vorticity picture

STAR, PRL126, 162301 (2021)

GLOBAL POLARIZATION OF ! HYPERONS IN … PHYSICAL REVIEW C 98, 014910 (2018)

[13] was applied. The measured polarization can be written
as

8
παH

〈sin("RP − φ∗
p )〉 = A0

(
pH

T , ηH
)
PH

(
pH

T , ηH
)
, (5)

where A0 is an acceptance correction factor defined as

A0
(
pH

T , ηH
)

= 4
π

〈sin θ∗
p〉. (6)

The correction factor A0 was estimated using the experimental
data.

The analysis was performed separately for each data set
taken in different years. As mentioned in Sec. III A, the event
plane resolution slightly differs in each year due to different
detector conditions. Also, for the 2014 data, the tracking
efficiency became worse at low pT because of the HFT. We
confirmed that this additional inefficiency does not affect our
final results. Since the results from the years 2010, 2011, and
2014 were consistent within their uncertainties, we combined
all results for the measured PH to improve the statistical
significance.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 4 presents the global polarization of ! and !̄ as a
function of the collision energy for the 20–50% centrality bin
in Au+Au collisions. The results from this analysis are shown
together with the results from lower collision energies

√
s

NN

= 7.7–62.4 GeV [14]. The 2007 result for
√

s
NN

= 200 GeV
[13] has a large uncertainty and is consistent with zero. Our
new results for

√
s

NN
= 200 GeV with significantly improved

statistical precision reveal nonzero values of the polarization
signal, 0.277 ± 0.040 (stat) ± 0.039

0.049 (sys) [%] and 0.240 ± 0.045
(stat) ± 0.061

0.045 (sys) [%] for ! and !̄, respectively, and are found
to follow the overall trend of the collision energy dependence.
While the energy dependence of the global polarization was not
obvious from the lower energy results, together with the new
200 GeV results, the polarization is found to decrease at higher
collision energy. Calculations for primary ! and all ! taking
into account the effect of feed-down from a 3+1D viscous hy-
drodynamic model vHLLE with the UrQMD initial state [15]
are shown for comparison. The model calculations agree with
the data over a wide range of collision energies, including

√
s

NN

= 200 GeV within the current accuracy of our experimental
measurements. Calculations from a Multi-Phase Transport
(AMPT) model predict slightly higher polarization than the
hydrodynamic model but are also in good agreement with the
data within uncertainties. Neither of the models accounts for
the effect of the magnetic field or predicts significant difference
in ! and !̄ polarization due to any other effect, e.g., nonzero
baryon chemical potential makes the polarization of particles
lower than that of antiparticles, but the effect is expected to
be small [40]. Other theoretical calculations [18,41] such as
a chiral kinetic approach with the quark coalescence model
[42] can also qualitatively reproduce the experimental data.
It should be noted that most of the models calculate the spin
polarization from the local vorticity at the freeze-out hypersur-
face. However, it is not clear when and how the vorticity and
polarization are coupled during the system evolution and how

 [GeV] NNs
10 210

 [%
] 

H
P
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1
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3

STAR Au+Au 20%-50%

Nature548.62 (2017)

 Λ  Λ

PRC76.024915 (2007)

 Λ  Λ

this analysis 

 Λ  Λ

ΛUrQMD+vHLLE, 
primary primary+feed-down

ΛAMPT, 
primary primary+feed-down

FIG. 4. Global polarization of ! and !̄ as a function of the
collision energy

√
s

NN
for 20–50% centrality Au+Au collisions.

Thin lines show calculations from a 3+1D cascade + viscous
hydrodynamic model (UrQMD+vHLLE) [15] and bold lines show
the AMPT model calculations [16]. In the case of each model, primary
! with and without the feed-down effect are indicated by dashed
and solid lines, respectively. Open boxes and vertical lines show
systematic and statistical uncertainties, respectively. Note that the
data points at 200 GeV and for !̄ are slightly horizontally shifted for
visibility.

much the hadronic rescattering at the later stage affects the spin
polarization.

We also performed differential measurements of the
polarization versus the collision centrality, the hyperon’s
transverse momentum, and the hyperon’s pseudorapidity. The
vorticity of the system is expected to be smaller in more
central collisions because of smaller initial source tilt [8,33]
and/or because the number of spectator nucleons becomes
smaller. Therefore, the initial longitudinal flow velocity, which
would be a source of the initial angular momentum of the
system, becomes less dependent on the transverse direction
[12]. Figure 5 presents the centrality dependence of the
polarization. The polarization of ! and !̄ is found to be larger
in more peripheral collisions, as expected from an increase in
the thermal vorticity [43]. With the given large uncertainties,
it is not clear if the polarization saturates or even starts to drop
off in the most peripheral collisions.

Figure 6 shows the polarization as a function of pT for the
20–60% centrality bin. The polarization dependence on pT is
weak or absent, considering the large uncertainties, which is
consistent with the expectation that the polarization is gener-
ated by a rotation of the system and therefore does not have

014910-7

STAR, Nature 548, 62 (2017) 
STAR, PRC98, 014910 (2018)

p

π -

PΛ

θ

Z.-T. Liang and X.-N. Wang, PRL94, 102301 (2005) 
S. Voloshin, nucl-th/0410089 (2004) 
F. Becattini, F. Piccinini, and J. Rizzo, PRC77, 024906 (2008)
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Energy dependence of Λ global polarization

20

• Continuous increase down to √sNN~2.5 GeV 
‣ Predicted to have the maximum around √sNN = 3 GeV 
‣ Slope seems to change around √sNN = 7-10 GeV, relying  

on model calculations (need data) 
‣ Little but slight dependence on EOS at low energy 

• New data will come from STAR BES-II (3-27 GeV)

5

PV|
.p

|�2
M � �2

V| . Variations with Bcrit > 1 were

added in quadrature to obtain the total systematic un-
certainty. A detailed description of all systematic sources
considered including a summary table can be found
in [40]. Among the sources of systematic uncertainties
are those originating from the selection of the ⇤ hyperons,
with the most prominant one being the selection on the
distance of closest approach (DCA) of the proton track to
the event vertex, which contributed ±0.67 (±0.24) to the
overall systematic errors for Au+Au (Ag+Ag) collisions.
In Au+Au collisions, the variation of the MVA response
and the e↵ect of the e�ciency correction cause system-
atic uncertainties of similar magnitude, ±0.55 and ±0.61
respectively. Both contributions were found to be neg-
ligible in Ag+Ag. A second method, the ��-extraction
method [33], has been used to evaluate systematic uncer-
tainties originating from the method applied. No signifi-
cant variation beyond statistical fluctuations in compar-
ison to the invariant-mass fit method has been observed.
This is also valid for variations of the RDA correction
procedure which do not pass the Barlow criterion. In the
systematic uncertainty, a variation of the decay param-
eter by ±0.014 [35] and of the event plane resolution by
3% (5%) relative variation for Au+Au (Ag+Ag) colli-
sions are included. The latter is based on the variations
of REP using sub-divisions of the FW hits according to
the di↵erent cell sizes and comparing the results between
di↵erent combinations of the subevents.

For the di↵erential analysis in Ag+Ag, most of the
systematic variations are propagated from the integrated
result in order to reduce statistical fluctuations due to
the smaller data sets for the individual bins. Only those
sources expected to depend on phase-space or centrality
respectively, are re-evaluated bin-by-bin [40], as for ex-
ample the uncertainty on the correction for the event
plane resolution ranges from 15% (0–10% centrality)
to 3% (30–40% centrality) in relative numbers. Other
sources are related to the background determination
which can be very di↵erent depending on phase-space and
centrality. These are: the modeling of the background
shape in the invariant-mass fit method, the RDA and ef-
ficiency correction as well as the ��-extraction method.

To quantify the interplay between polarization and di-
rected flow, the analysis is also performed as a function
of �⇤ � �⇤

p. From this distribution a Fourier decomposi-
tion can be performed, where the constant term allows to
extract the overall polarization P⇤. Even though a sig-
nificant contribution from the directed flow is observed,
it is only reflected in the relative modulations of P⇤ as a
function of �⇤ � �⇤

p but not in the integrated result.

Due to the lower charged particle multiplicity in
Ag+Ag collisions the peripheral events are contaminated
with Ag+C events of similar multiplicity originating from
collisions of beam ions with the carbon target holder.
These collisions are in general not symmetric with re-
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FIG. 3. Global polarization of ⇤ hyperons as a function of the
center-of-mass energy above 2mN, where mN is the nucleon
mass. Statistical uncertainties are indicated by the error bars
attached to the data points and the systematic uncertainties
are represented by the boxes. All results are scaled to the cur-
rently accepted value of the decay parameter ↵⇤ = 0.732 [35].
The model calculations based on 3D-fluid-dynamics [29] are
shown as solid lines (green, blue, brown) for three di↵erent
EoSs. The red solid line represents the prediction by the
AMPT model, assuming a direct connection between the po-
larization vector and the thermal vorticity in thermal equilib-
rium [31].

spect to the beamline and therefore covered by the RDA
correction. The e↵ect of the RDA correction is ±0.2 of
the extracted polarization signal which is within the as-
signed total systematic uncertainty.

Figure 3 shows the collision energy dependence of P⇤.
The HADES data are shown for 0.2 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c
and �0.5 < yCM < 0.3 in the 10-40% centrality range.
The data from the RHIC BES-I program and fixed-target
run by the STAR collaboration and the measurements by
ALICE at LHC are shown for comparison. The ALICE
measurements are scaled with the latest PDG value of the
hyperon decay constant [24]. To avoid premature conclu-
sions on the location of the maximum global polarization,
the HADES data are shown for 20-40% centrality too.
A clear enhancement with respect to the 10-40% results
is observed indicating the strong centrality dependence
of the global ⇤ polarization. This is also important for
the comparison to other measurements, expecially to the
STAR 3 GeV result which is shown for 20-50% centrality.
The 20-40% HADES data indicate a continuation of the
increasing global ⇤ polarization towards lower collision
energies.

The data are compared to di↵erent model calculations,
performed for the Au+Au system and averaged over im-
pact parameter to match 10-40% in collision centrality.
Strikingly, our data confirm that AMPT model calcula-
tions drastically underestimate the global ⇤ polarization
below

p
sNN  10 GeV. Such a discrepancy could point to

the presence of a significant e↵ect related to the frictional

STAR, PRC104, L061901 (2021) 
HADES, PLB835.2022.137506 (2022)

Y. Jiang and J. Liao, PRL117.192302(2016) 
Y. Fujimoto, K. Fukushima, Y. Hidaka, PLB816(2021)136184

the color superconductivity at high density and low
temperature (see, e.g., Ref. [38] for a recent review).
Different from the chiral condensate, the diquark pairing
state has orbital angular momentum L ¼ 0 while total spin
S ¼ 0 (i.e., antisymmetric combination of individual quark
spins), again with the total angular momentum J ¼ 0. We
use the same NJL model and for simplicity we focus on the
low-temperature high-density region where the chiral
symmetry is already restored. Assuming a mean-field
2SC diquark condensate Δϵαβ3ϵij ¼ −2Gdhiψα

i Cγ
5ψβ

j i,
the grand potential is given by (with Nf ¼ 2 and Nc ¼ 3)

Ω ¼
Z

d3~r
!

Δ2

4Gd
−

1

4π2
X

n

Z
dk2t

Z
dkz

× ½JnðktrÞ2 þ Jnþ1ðktrÞ2&

× NfT½ðNc − 2Þðln ð1þ eϵ
þ
n =TÞ þ ln ð1þ e−ϵ

þ
n =TÞ

þ ln ð1þ eϵ
−
n =TÞ þ ln ð1þ e−ϵ

−
n =TÞÞ

þ 2ðln ð1þ eϵ
Δþ
n =TÞ þ ln ð1þ e−ϵ

Δþ
n =TÞ

þ ln ð1þ eϵ
Δ−
n =TÞ þ ln ð1þ e−ϵ

Δ−
n =TÞÞ&

"
: ð9Þ

In the above, the mean-field quasiparticle dispersion ϵ'n and
ϵΔ'n is given by ϵ'n ¼ ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2z þ k2t þm2

p
' μÞ − ðnþ 1

2Þω
and ϵΔ'n ¼ ½ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2z þ k2t þm2

p
' μÞ2 þ Δ2&12 − ðnþ 1

2Þω.
The diquark condensate Δ at given values of T, μ, and ω,

can then be determined from the gap equation for the order
parameter: ½δΩ=δΔðrÞ& ¼ 0 and ½δ2Ω=δΔðrÞ2& > 0. By
numerically solving the equation, we show in Fig. 4 the
Δ (at r ¼ 0.1 GeV−1) as a function of ω for several values
of T and fixed μ ¼ 400 MeV. With increasing ω, the
diquark condensate always decreases toward zero, through
a first-order transition at low T while a second-order
transition at higher T. This result again confirms the generic
rotational suppression effect on the scalar diquark pairing.
Summary and discussions.—In summary, we have found

a generic rotational suppression effect on the fermion
pairing state with zero angular momentum. This effect is

demonstrated for two well-known pairing phenomena in
QCD matter, namely, the chiral condensate and the color
superconductivity. The scalar pairing states in these two
examples, while different in many aspects, are both found
to be reduced with increasing rotation of the system. In the
case of chiral phase transition, we have identified the
phase boundary with a critical point on the T − ω param-
eter space.
Apart from significant theoretical interests, it is tempt-

ing to discuss potential implications of the rotational
suppression effect for several physics systems. The phase
diagram of QCD matter on the T − ω plane could be
quantitatively explored by ab initio lattice simulations
which has recently become feasible [9]. In heavy ion
collisions there is a sizable global angular momentum
(∼105ℏ) carried by the fireball (see, e.g., Ref. [6]) with ω
reaching the order of 0.1 GeV, which may possibly help
restore chiral symmetry at lower temperature. For the
dense matter in neutron stars, the global rotation has a
frequency up to ω ∼ 103 s−1 with ωr ∼ 0.1c (where c is
speed of light) at the outer crust which might influence
the nucleon mass or nucleon-nucleon pairings as well as
the moment of inertia for such stars [28,29]. To see
whether any measurable consequence in these QCD
systems may result therein, requires quantitative studies.
In the nonrelativistic domain, the cold fermionic gas is an
ideal place to study the rotational suppression effect on
the fermion pairing and the BCS-BEC crossover phe-
nomenon [39–43]. A realistic investigation of potential
phenomenological applications, as well as a very detailed
discussion of the present theoretical study, will be
reported elsewhere in the future.

The authors thank K. Fukushima, X.-G. Huang, D.
Kharzeev, L. McLerran, M. Stephanov, H.-U. Yee, and
P. Zhuang for discussions. This material is based upon
work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office
of Science, Office of Nuclear Physics, within the frame-
work of the Beam Energy Scan Theory (BEST) Topical
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Summary

Beam energy scan program at RHIC-STAR 
‣ Signatures of QGP formation observed at high energy are gone around √sNN = 3-10 

GeV, e.g. breaking of NCQ scaling 
‣ Different observables such as flow, HBT, extracted temperatures show non-monotonic 

energy dependence, possibly related to the first-order phase transition. Some of the 
data are still not understood well by models. 

‣ Net-proton fluctuations show non-monotonic trend over the energy, qualitatively 
consistent with the expectation from CP but not conclusive yet 

BES-II data taking just finished and now data analyses have started.  
Stay tuned for more precise measurements!
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Vorticity and polarization in HIC
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Longitudinal shear flow is produced, where flow velocity vz depends on x.
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Vorticity → Global Polarization

• Vortical or QCD spin-orbit: Lambda and Anti-Lambda spins 
aligned with L

particle antiparticle

Particles are “globally" polarized along L 

cartoon from M. Lisa


